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10

CHAIR TAVARES:

(Gavel.)

will the Energy and Economic

11

Development Committee please come to order.

12

morning we have our Members of the Committee, our

13

Vice-Chair Danny Mateo, good morning, Members Bob

14

Carroll and Dain Kane.

15

still in Washington DC.

16

one of these days.

17

Frias and our Legislative Analyst Lance Taguchi.

18

This

Mr. Hokama is excused.

He's

Hopefully, he'll get back

From our Staff we have Tammy

We have some notables in the audience also

19

that I'd like to introduce.

20

the Office of Economic Development Lynn Araki-Regan.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

23

We have our Director of

Notable.

Thank you for being here, Lynn.

From the

Maui News, Harry Eager.

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

CHAIR TAVARES:

Notable.

Where are you from?

Maui News, right,
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still?

1

2

?:

Yeah.

3

CHAIR TAVARES:

okay.

Yeah, sometimes I got to check.

And we also have a -- a number of guests here

4
5

from Oahu and the Big Island.

I'm very pleased that

6

you all could make it in today.

7

special day for us to be graced with all the experts

8

from our neighbor islands.

9

introduce Maria Tome, Jacqui Hoover from NELHA,

This is really a

And I'd like to

10

Howard Wiig from DBEDT, and from our own backyard we

11

have Joanne Ide from Maui Electric and --

12

MR. SHINYAMA:

Neal.

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

Neal Shinyama.

14

from Maui Electric.

15

here.

I'm sorry, Neal Shinyama

Thank you very much for being

At this time, Members, I'd like to ask if

16
17

there's anyone who would like to testify now because

18

they don't think they can stay until the end of the

19

presentation, have other appointments, you are

20

welcome to come to the podium now for your

21

testimony.

22

ahead and come back up.

23

MR. MAYER:

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

If not -- okay, Dick, why don't you go

(Inaudible.)
okay.

Normally what I'll do in this is

after each presentation, then we'll have testimony
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1

before each item.

2

give his testimony first since he has some other

3

appointments.
••• BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY •••

4
5

So we'll have Mr. Mayer come and

MR. MAYER:

Thank you very much, Charmaine and Members of

6

the Council.

7

item.

8

that you're back with the energy issue, an issue

9

that came before the Council three years ago when

10

the power plant was being discussed and -- and we

11

had a lot of discussion.

12

Mine is not specific on any particular

It's just generally, I'm so pleased to see

At that time your Council set aside a

13

established a subcommittee to look at energy issues,

14

and a lot of the items that you're going to be

15

talking about now are -- are related to that.

16

would hope you'd go back and look at the report that

17

that Committee came up with now three years ago.

18

And I

What I'm most concerned about is that I still

19

have not yet seen numbers that will really help us

20

make some of the decisions we need to make.

21

was working with the IRP for Maui Electric two,

22

three years ago at the time the power plant was

23

going through, the -- and I was -- the advisory

24

committee made a number of recommendations which

25

were not followed by the power company.
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6

We asked them to consider the true cost of

2

fuel oil, which was at that time around 20, $23.

3

They insisted on using $10 per barrel, $11,

4

somewhere around there, and the result was that it

5

made the burning of oil look very, very good in

6

relationship to all the alternatives.

7

that the present price of fuel oil, which is around

8

$30 a barrel, would be the number used, and that in

9

your discussions that you really get to -- to find

10

out what the -- what the benefits and costs are to

11

our community of going with the various

12

alternatives.

13

I would hope

It's so easy for the utility company to say,

14

well, wind isn't good, it's too expensive, solar's

15

not good, it's too expensive, et cetera, when I

16

think if we look at the real cost of burning oil,

17

and I don't mean just the dollar cost of buying it

18

but where the dollars go, if we use fuel oil, and

19

I'm just going to give a very simple example, let's

20

say you could buy oil at $30 per barrel equivalent

21

but you could put up a windmill at $35 per barrel

22

equivalent, it might look like, oh, we should burn

23

the oil rather than putting up the windmill.

24
25

But the oil dollars are all flowing out of
the island straight up.

They're going right out to
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1

wherever they go, Indonesia, Alaska.

2

wind money is paying for workers in the island, it's

3

paying for the upkeep on the islands, it's paying

4

for a lot of things, that money stays within the

5

community and circulates around in this community.

6

And from the economic point of view, it may be of

7

much more benefit to the community.

8
9

Whereas the

I'm just hoping that the Council, as it goes
through the deliberations on energy, really

10

considers alternatives not as something that is

11

extraordinarily expensive, it takes a look at the

12

true cost of oil, forces Maui Electric to finally

13

come truthful with the various costs and benefits

14

because I don't think the IRP study that we worked

15

on, the final report that came out, really examined

16

it as effectively as it should have been.

17

And I think if you get some -- some accurate

18

numbers, get an independent auditor because you

19

cannot rely on the -- the PUC or the Consumer

20

Advocates Office in Honolulu to do all the analysis

21

for you, you will really need somebody to, I think,

22

audit the effect because it's very detrimental to

23

the business community on this island, to the

24

residents of this island, we all worry, why is it so

25

expensive on Maui, and I think if we started getting
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1

some true costs, we would realize that so much money

2

is --

3

MR. TAGUCHI:

4

MR. MAYER:

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

6

7

going out of the island.

10

Thank you, Dick.

Thank you.

Questions?

Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Thank you, Chair.

You said that they went by the figure of $10

8
9

Three minutes.

but the actual cost was $30?
MR. MAYER:

The -- they made projections, and what they

11

were trying to do is to look at whether wind or pump

12

storage or the other

13

alternatives were -- were going to be effective or

14

not cost-effective.

15

they show that they were not cost-effective.

solar, you know, the other

And it came out that generally

And they were using very low fuel cost

16

17

figures in their IRP.

18

don't have the number.

19

the years 10, $12, somewhere in that range, as

20

opposed to it would -- at that time was, I think, a

21

truer cost around $20.

22

that's going on in the Middle East it's probably up

23

to 30.

Some of it -- and I've -- I
And

and it went up over

And now with all the fuss

24

We -- the advisory committee, which is

25

doesn't -- the recommendation of the advisory do not
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1

have to be taken by the committee, it's just purely

2

advisory, was saying, let's use higher numbers, and

3

it was not done.

4

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

Okay.

Thank you.
Mr. Kane?

Thank you, Chair.

Good morning,

Mr. Mayer.

8

MR. MAYER:

Good morning, Mr. Kane.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And I'm just trying to figure out

10

where you're going with -- let's use the wind

11

example --

12

MR. MAYER:

Uh-huh.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

MR. MAYER:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

-- that you used.

Uh-huh.
Are you -- is the context Maui

16

Electric develop wind energy?

17

me --

18

MR. MAYER:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And let me -- and let

Uh-huh.
-- keep on going with that, and --

20

and then you can correct me if I'm misunderstanding.

21

If Maui Electric is the one that would be developing

22

wind as their alternative source, that question to

23

me is important because either they do it and would

24

have to develop the infrastructure that's not in

25

place yet, that they would have to do all that
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1

up-front development of infrastructure to put it in

2

place or would somebody else from outside come in

3

private --

4

MR. MAYER:

Uh-huh.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

to invest.

6

And if so, if the private guy came in,

7

wouldn't it be the same result that the money would

8

be going away because it's a private entity that's

9

developing from someplace else coming here,

10

developing the up-front cost, getting it done, and

11

then when money is generated from that, wouldn't

12

that money go away to the persons who are from

13

someplace else?

14

MR. MAYER:

Yeah, I think

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

MR. MAYER:

I -- I'm just trying to understand.

Yeah, and I -- I -- I think what I'm saying is

17

that much more of the -- the dollar's being paid for

18

locally-produced electricity meaning solar, wind,

19

will be paid to people who are working on the

20

island, to maintain the power plant, to build the

21

windmills, to maintain the windmills, whatever.

22

When you burn oil virtually nothing of that,

23

all the money goes out paying for that huge oil bill

24

and that's what I'm saying.

25

-- and if you -- and if you got numbers, I think,

The -- the drain
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from the fuel oil company, how many dollars per year

2

are actually flowing out of Maui county just to buy

3

the oil that they burn, it's -- I'm guessing it's in

4

in the maybe 90, 100 plus million or more.

I

5

I forgot what the number is right now, but it's a

6

very sizeable outflow of cash that never returns.

7

It has no multiplier in the community.

8
9

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:
Okay.

Yeah, thank you for clarifying.

Thank you, Chair.

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Any further questions for

11

Mr. Mayer?

12

stay as long as you can because I'm sure --

13

MR. MAYER:

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

MR. MAYER:

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

19

I will

I will do that.
you will find this interesting.

And thank you for taking me early.
All right.

Thank you.

Anyone else need to testify prior to us going

17
18

If not, thank you for your testimony and

into the first presentation?
MR. GOODE:

Good morning.

Mr. Goode?

Thank you, Committee Chairwoman

20

Tavares and Members of the Committee.

My name is

21

David Goode.

22

which is a local development group who has partnered

23

with a large international and mainland firms that

24

do produce wind power.

25

primarily to thank the Committee for taking up the

Today I'm representing KSD Hawaii,

And my testimony today is
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1

item and recognizing that alternative and renewable

2

power sources are becoming viable and are an

3

important aspect to our island life.

4

We believe it is viable, in this particular

5

case wind power.

6

Kaheawa Pastures, the area identified above Ma'alaea

7

and Ukumehame that has a viable wind regime that can

8

produce significant amount of power on the

9

neighborhood of 20 megawatts and up to supplement

10
11

And our primary focus has been on

the grid here in Maui.
We feel in some ways that it's an alignment

12

of the stars, that things are starting to line up to

13

make sense, and it has to come in into play in both

14

the technology that's available and getting that

15

technology to that location, and secondly the

16

economics.

17

Technologically, windmills don't look like

18

windmills you may have seen.

It's certainly not the

19

old Dutch windmills.

20

windmills you may have seen on the Big Island at

21

Lalamilo, for instance.

22

platforms, and bases, and the technology has proven

23

to be very reliable.

24

actually thousands of megawatts installed worldwide

25

and in the united states.

They're not the type of

They're much larger, larger

And in fact, there are
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So we know that the technology has gotten to

1

2

a point where you can count on it given a -- a

3

viable wind resource.

4

then you have investors that are willing to step up

5

to make the investment to make it happen.

6

secondly, when one then negotiates with the local

7

utility or goes before the PUC, there's some

8

credibility and understanding that when developed

9

its going to work.

And when you can count on it,

And

And finally on the economics side, coupled

10
11

with this technology, coupled with things like a

12

production tax credit, which is currently back

13

before Congress, coupled with our inherently high

14

energy cost here in an island 2,500 miles from the

15

nearest large grid, these things line up like stars

16

at certain times to make it viable.
Throw in a nice interest rate environment

17
18

where the cost of

19

lower, and hopefully a favorable lease from the

20

state of Hawaii makes it so we think it's going to

21

work because quite honestly we wouldn't put the

22

energy into it on our side, a small local company,

23

if we didn't think it would make sense.

24

MR. TAGUCHI:

25

MR. GOODE:

the cost of money is much

Three minutes.
And finally, to wrap up on this item, then I'd
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like to briefly address one more item, the County's

2

role in all this, I'm not sure what you're looking

3

at, but typically the fees they associated with

4

biodiesel, you waived the -- the fees on biodiesel,

5

perhaps there's a way of looking at whatever county

6

permitting may be involved in one of these

7

operations, to look at some waiving of fees.

8

not significant in the total cost of the project,

9

but it sends the right message.

10

CHAIR TAVARES:

11

MR. GOODE:

It's

Uh-huh.

And secondly, perhaps even in your franchise

12

arrangements with Maui Electric, that perhaps

13

there's a way to structure the franchise fee based

14

on some portfolio of renewables.
And that's what I have, excuse me, for this

15
16

item.

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

18

MR. GOODE:

Okay.

Go on to the next one.

Just real quick on the Model Energy Code, I

19

haven't had time to review the draft bill.

I look

20

forward to seeing that at

21

or not it comes in or out of this Committee.

22

cents on this would be to take a look at the cost

23

and benefits associated with the Model Energy Code

24

and how it would translate into, I'm assuming,

25

additional cost in the development of a structure, a

at some point whether
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15

home in particular, versus its benefits.

2

Going back 50, 70 years throughout most of

3

the island, up to about 1,500 foot in elevation

4

single-wall construction did the job without air

5

conditioning and maybe got a fan.

6

air conditioning dependent society.

7

buildings that require air conditioning like this

8

one, and associated with those costs are the need

9

for more energy, the need for perhaps a Model Energy

10

We have become an
We build

Code, et cetera.
So I look forward to reviewing the bill as it

11

12

moves forward, but I ask that you put that energy

13

into it.

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

MR. GOODE:

16

Do you have a copy of the bill, David?

No, I'd like -- I'd like to get one while I'm

here.

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

18

MR. GOODE:

19

CHAIR TAVARES:

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

Okay.

Okay.

We'll make sure you get a copy.

And that completes my testimony.

Okay.

Mr. Kane?
Yeah, thank you.

Good morning,

Mr. Goode.

22

MR. GOODE:

Good morning.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

On the Model Energy Code, I -- I know

24

you mentioned for us to be looking at up front

25

versus cost down the road.

And I guess the last
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1

time we -- we talked about this the concern may be

2

for those who develop maybe such as your company or

3

the company that you're with, that it will be more

4

-- there will be more cost associated with the

5

initial development of a project, but over a period

6

of time the people moving into the project are going

7

to have the long-term savings because of the

B

efficiencies that are built in.

9

something that concerns, again, coming from the

Is -- is that

10

perspective of the developer, is that a concern and

11

how -- how are you folks going to be looking at

12

that?

13

MR. GOODE:

It's a concern as it relates to, say, what

14

percentage we might be talking about.

15

small percentage, then it's probably not meaningful

16

in terms of the ability to produce a product and

17

sell it to the marketplace.

1B

significant and I'd have to look at what the numbers

19

may be, then it's -- then it becomes a little -- a

20

little more disconcerting, if you will.

21

If it's a

If it becomes

So my hunch is that it's not that much, but

22

when there's a lot of not that muches, if you will,

23

to put it loosely, that might be -- there could be a

24

parks fee, there could be a traffic impact fee and

25

yadi-yadi-yada.

All of a sudden, guess what, it's
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significant.

1

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

5

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

6

CHAIR TAVARES:

7

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Any other questions for

Chair?

Mr. Mateo?
Thank -- thank you, Madam Chair.

Good morning, Mr. Goode.

8

10

Thank you, Chair.

Mr. Goode?

4

9

Thank you.

MR. GOODE:

Good morning.

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

11

KSD Hawaii, this is a new company?

What -- I -- I'm sorry, I'm not familiar with --

12

?:

(Inaudible.)

13

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

14

MR. GOODE:

15

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

16

MR. GOODE:

17

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

18

MR. GOODE:

Okay.

Now I am familiar with it.

Yeah, and it's --

Yes.

Thank you very much.
Well
And

-- and just for the record, yeah, it is

19

Smith Development has a number of different

20

entities, and we have taking -- taken actually the

21

last two years a -- a stronger position as it

22

relates to renewable energies.

23

viable business and a business we want to be in.

24

we felt it was best to kind of combine all our

25

activities and retitle the company.

We feel it is a
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18

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

alternative energy.

3

MR. GOODE:

4

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

5

6

So one of the arms of this company is

Correct.
And the company is currently looking at

the -- at wind as the potential alternate.
MR. GOODE:

Right.

Currently we are a local partner in a

7

group that is poised to develop Kaheawa Pastures

8

wind farm.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

megawatts, how many windmills is this?

11

MR. GOODE:

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

13
14

And in order to produce 20

Well, depending on the size of the windmill.
And the size that you would be

recommending?
MR. GOODE:

And that's I -- I have to admit has been a

15

moving target.

16

identified windmills that are about 700 kilowatts,

17

so you need about 27 of them to produce 20

18

megawatts.

19

feel we could do maybe a meg and a half, one and a

20

half megawatts per turbine, so you would need less

21

of them.

22

proven technology.

23
24
25

The application before DLNR

We're looking at larger turbines.

We

It seems to be a more -- more reliable and

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Madam

Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

Any other questions for
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1

David?

2

testimony, and we'll make sure you get a copy of the

3

code so you can review it.

4

MR. GOODE:

If not, thank you very much for your

Okay.

••• END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY •••

5

6
7

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you very much.

Tammy, did Carl want

to testify now?

8

MS. FRIAS:

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

10
11

Thank you •

He'll testify after the presentation.
okay.

After the presentation.

Brad Albert, did you want to testify when the
item comes up?

12

MR. ALBERT:

However you want us to do it.

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

MR. ALBERT:

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

16

MR. ALBERT:

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

18
19

ITEM NO. 6(3): RENEWABLE AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY (STATE OF
HAWAII RENEWABLE AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY PROGRAMS)
(C.C. No. 03-126)

20

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Because it's the third item.

Yes.
Okay.

Thank you.

So you can wait then.

Okay.
All right.

All right.

At this time we're going to

21

take a short -- oh, no, Maria, why don't you come

22

down.

23

Energy Programs for the state of Hawaii. And this is

24

Maria Tome from Honolulu, our sister island over

25

there across the water.

This is Item No.1, the Renewable Alternative

Hopefully you're not
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20

drowning over there.

2

MS. TOME:

3

CHAIR TAVARES:

4

MS. TOME:

5

No, it's

better, it's better.

CHAIR TAVARES:

7

MS. TOME:

8

CHAIR TAVARES:

10

The sun was out this

morning so --

6

9

I see you made it.

Oh, good, good.

Yeah.
Yeah, we've been watching the -- the news

pictures of the flooding on Oahu and -- and feeling
for the people there.

11

MS. TOME:

Yeah.

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

We had some, but not like what you folks

13

had.

But if you'd like to do some introductory

14

remarks before you go into your presentation --

15

MS. TOME:

Sure.

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

17

MS. TOME:

you're welcome to do that.

I'm Maria Tome.

I am the Alternate Energy

18

Engineer with the Department of Business, Economic

19

Development, and Tourism's strategic Industries

20

Division.

21

may remember us from that.

22

We used to be the Energy Division, so you
Now we're Strategic.

Anyway, I've done what I could working with

23

some of the other folks in my office who handled the

24

various aspects of renewable energy and what we're

25

-- we're doing.

I handle more of the technical
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1

stuff.

And I've been very busy with ethanol lately,

2

so I must say that we do have a lot of in-house

3

analysis that has gone into the renewable portfolio

4

standard aspect, but I am not the expert on that

5

one.
So if you do want to get into number

6

7

crunching, we'll be very glad to help you, and other

8

folks in my office can provide you with numerical

9

analysis, you know, everything from the cost of

10

energy to projections, to the benefit to the economy

11

of the money staying here and all that kind of

12

stuff.

13

happy to help you -- help you with that.

But I'm not the expert on that, but we'll be

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

MS. TOME:

Thank you.

So mine is very general and it does give some

16

idea of what types of studies have been done, and I

17

hope to paint a more general picture of the approach

18

towards dealing with energy, especially the natural

19

energy that surrounds us.

20
21

CHAIR TAVARES:

okay.

Okay.

Thank you very much.

At this time we're going to take a

22

real brief recess while we bring our screen down,

23

and then we'll reconvene and Maria will do our

24

presentation.

25

copy of the presentation on your desks.

Members, you have a copy of -- a hard
Okay.
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22

Short recess.
9:28 a.m.

2

RECESS:

3

RECONVENE:

4

CHAIR TAVARES:

9:30 a.m.

(Gavel.)

5

reconvene.

6

with your Power

7

presentation.

8

MS. TOME:

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

10

(Gavel.)

Okay.

will the meeting

Maria, why don't you go ahead with
CD, whatever you have there,

My contact information -Oh, wait, hold on, hold on.

I think you

have to turn it off.

11

MS. TOME:

Like that?

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

13

MS. TOME:

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

MS. TOME:

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

17

MS. TOME:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

there?

Yeah.

Do you have the switch on there?
This is the switch up.
Yeah.

This is the switch down.
Up, I think.

This is the switch up.

20

MS. TOME:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

MS. TOME:

Is it recording on the thing down

No.
Okay.

She's picking it up there.

Yeah.
That's the main thing.

Okay.

Testing.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

CHAIR TAVARES:

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

MS. TOME:

5

We'll put the volume up.
Try test it.

Testing, testing.

Hello?

Alternate Energy,

Maui's Renewable Energy Potential.

6

?: (Inaudible.)

7

CHAIR TAVARES:

8

RECESS:

9

RECONVENE:

10

Tammy will get the volume.

All right.

Short recess.

(Gavel.)

9:30 a.m.
9:33 a.m.

CHAIR TAVARES:

(Gavel.)

Okay.

will the meeting

11

reconvene, please.

Gees.

Thank you.

12

Maria, let's try it again.

13

Note:

14

MS. TOME:

All right,

PowerPoint presentation.

Good morning.

I'm Maria, Alternate Energy

15

Engineer with the State of Hawaii, Department of

16

Business, Economic Development, and Tourism.

17

there's anything that you're interested in that I do

18

not cover today, don't forget to check our web site

19

provided down there at the bottom.

20

some information you have that really has been

21

produced by the state of Hawaii a long time ago or

22

by the county and it should be on the web site

23

somewhere, please do let me know because we do try

24

to keep information accessible.

25

Okay.

And if there's

I'm going to briefly cover why
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renewable energy.

2

seconds because you all know the general ideas, the

3

potential, especially for Maui County, and a little

4

on what can government do.

5

Okay.

Now that's going to be about two

Oops, sorry.

The historical precedent is Hawaii was

6

one of the leaders in getting electrified and in

7

developing energy sources.

8

seen a growth of dependence on oil, and I will have

9

a graph showing how much it has grown since 1960.

More recently we have

10

We do have abundant renewable resources.

11

aware that there are many political and military

12

risks to the oil supply, which can contribute

13

significantly to the oil price volatility.

14

also, there are environmental concerns.

15

We're

And

This shows our growth of dependence on oil.

16

Between 1960 and 2000 the demand increased, and also

17

the percentage that we got from oil increased

18

significantly.

19

biomass has shrunk significantly.

20

the shrinking of the sugar industry.

21

had more diversification.

22

a little bit of wind, it shows up in 1990 mostly,

23

solar water, geothermal, and a little bit of hydro,

24

but significantly dependent on petroleum.

25

You can see from 1985 through 2000
This is due to
But we have

We've got coal, we've got

Energy is everywhere though.

If you look at
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1

the energy sources we have in Hawaii, we have sun,

2

wind, biomass, et cetera, and in general we can work

3

against the energy sources that we have.

4

to avoid having to pay for working against it or we

5

can work with it.

We can try

This picture shows the effect of insulating a

6
7

roof in a house.

It's a very simple concept, but it

8

makes a big difference to comfort.

9

the left is working against the energy.

For example, on
Energy

10

comes in here, people get hot, they might install an

11

air conditioner and run that air conditioner using

12

energy and becoming more cool, but really you could

13

reduce the temperature by keeping the energy out.

14

Later I'll show another picture that shows how to

15

work with the energy and actually get some use out

16

of the sun that is on our buildings quite

17

consistently.
Our renewable energy sources range from the

18

19

biomass, to geothermal, to hydropower, ocean energy,

20

solar, and wind.
The potential on Maui is significant.

21
22

Biomass, you've got municipal solid waste, that's

23

MSW.

24

five pounds per person per day.

25

specifically for Maui, but that's a good round

The general average for the united states is
I don't know
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2

number.
Crops depends on what land you have

3

available.

4

produce energy or you don't have to produce

5

electricity from the whole crop.

6

electricity and transportation fuels.

7

You don't have to use the whole crop to

Some hydropower, not much.

You can produce

I think Maui has

8

less than the other islands.

Oh, except Oahu.

9

the Big Island and Kauai have most of the hydropower

10

potential.

11

because the magnitude of the resource.

12

But

Ocean energy is a very interesting area

Solar is of interest because it is

13

distributed to pretty much everywhere on a fairly

14

consistent basis during the day.

15

for a nice round number, 10 watts per square foot is

16

what you can get from your roof if you have solar

17

panels on there.

18

square foot per day.

19

that, keep it out of your house.

20

it to good use heating water or producing

21

electricity.

22

If you're looking

Heat, there's about 1,500 Btu per
So you can divert some of
You can also put

Wind, of course, Maui has excellent areas,

23

and I'll show a map later.

If you take the really

24

gross number of, they were going to have 20

25

megawatts over about 200 acres in Kaheawa, I hope
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1

those numbers are right, you know, it's about 100

2

kilowatts per acre, so if you have the resource.

3

Oops, sorry.
The biomass resources have been tabulated by

4

5

the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute recently, and

6

these are some of the numbers that they came up with

7

for Maui.

As you can see the bagasse fiber is

8

utilized.

Those numbers in parenthesis are amounts

9

that are utilized.

These are not -- were not

10

identified as having full utilization.

11

good to look at.

So those are

12

I think we need to look into that for the

13

biodiesel because I do believe most of that or a

14

good figure of utilization is not included in this

15

chart.

16

provide a baseline, and then they can be refined as

17

Maui County looks more at the options.

18

But these -- these are studies that can

This is a map of solar resource.

The higher

19

numbers are the sunnier areas, 500 calories per

20

square centimeter per day, and of course the areas

21

with cloud cover still have a reasonable amount of

22

solar energy coming in.

23

wind energy, this is our latest wind map.

24

is a preliminary wind map.

25

National Renewable Energy Lab and still has to be

It

It's being done with the
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1

validated.

But basically the areas that are red and

2

blue are excellent for wind development.

3

that are pink and purple are also considered

4

acceptable for utility scale wind development.

The areas

There's a lot of work going on at the

5
6

national level to try to develop wind turbine

7

technologies that can also produce energy at a

8

reasonable cost from these areas.

9

Maui has a great wind energy potential.

So you can see

10

Our energy diversification, this -- this is

11

-- if everything is normalized to 100 percent over

12

the years, you can see that we have achieved some

13

diversification, but you're still talking 85, 90

14

percent, depending on petroleum on a statewide

15

basis.

16

We're talking about a renewable portfolio

17

standard, and as part of that discussion the

18

question comes up what are the costs, what are

19

possible projects.

20

previous slides showing acres per -- kilowatts per

21

acre and that kind of stuff, but that's a very

22

general look.

23

might be developable.

24

you have a cost for.

25

scale you're talking about at which site.

I mean, we can talk about the

You need specific project sites that
You need technologies that
You need to figure out what
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And this is just one example of some of the

1

2

possible projects and sites that have been

3

identified.

4

these, and those costs are available in the

5

renewable portfolio standard study.

There are also costs associated with

The screen seems to have readjusted itself so

6

7

-- the title of this slide is Additional

S

possibilities Not Quantified.

9

energy conservation measures and potential.

There are significant

10

Although this is not quantified in the renewable

11

portfolio standard debate, if you can reduce your

12

demand at each site, you can reduce the overall

13

growth in demand from the utility.

14

quantify the landfill methane, municipal solid waste

15

on Maui, new wind sites and so forth.

We also did not

Going back to the Energy is Everywhere slide,

16
17

how can you not only avoid paying with an air

lS

conditioner to cool down your air or avoiding the

19

energy, which is better, you can actually work with

20

it.

21

not a zero energy home.

22

solar panels.

23

This is a zero energy home concept.

This is

This is just pictures of

But if you take the energy that's there and

24

you put it to good use heating your water,

25

ventilating, or producing electricity, you can
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reduce the amount of energy that this house uses

2

during the day.

3

natural lighting, and there's been quite a bit of

4

awareness of the quality of light.

5

excellent color rendering index with natural light.

6

So this is another -- a benefit.

You also have potential to use

You have

Some of the studies with schools and studies

7
S

with retail places that have put natural lighting

9

into their stores have found that they get very good

10

response from the -- from the customers and from the

11

students and even from the people who work there.

12

So this is a way that we have a resource.

13

landing right there, and it can either make my house

14

hot or it can give me light and give me electricity.

It's

What can government do, set objectives and

15
16

policies.

We already have as our state energy

17

policy a renewable energy increasing the percentage

1S

of renewable energy.

19

portfolio standards goal, and we do have some rules

20

and regulations which we'll discuss a little more

21

later.

We have the renewable

22

We can provide the evaluation and analysis,

23

especially at the statewide level, and then we can

24

get into county specific information.

25

you do these analyses, you start off with county

Because when
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1

specific information and then you come up with a

2

statewide plan, and then you give the information

3

and you work with the counties to come up with the

4

county plans.

5

market for renewable energy.

And then of course, to stimulate the

6

state policy supports renewables.

This is

7

the actual language in Hawaii Revised statutes.

8

This is very direct, increase energy

9

self-sufficiency where the ratio of indigenous or

10

locally available energy to imported energy use is

11

increased.

12

supported depending on what your assumption is

13

regarding oil prices and availability of fossil

14

fuels versus availability of renewables.

15

greenhouse gas emissions is part of the state energy

16

goal.

17

These other objectives are also

state laws require renewables.

Also, the

The renewable

18

portfolio standard goal is 7 percent for the state,

19

this is for electricity production, 8 percent

20

statewide by December 31st, 2005, and 9 percent by

21

December 31st, 2010.

22

evaluate solar water heating systems for state

23

facilities and an ethanol content requirement saying

24

gasoline in Hawaii shall contain 10 percent ethanol.

25

These are all in state law.

There are requirements to
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And other laws, rules and regulations

2

encourage renewable energy, solar contractor

3

licensing, net metering, and solar access laws, all

4

of which are under discussion in the legislature

5

once again this year.

6

state incentives for renewable energy.

We

7

have of course at the top, sorry about this, the

8

screen problem, 35 percent tax credit for solar

9

energy systems, limit of 1,750 for residential and

10

250,000 for commercial.

11

systems, we have the qualified high technology

12

business tax credit, which is also called Act 221

13

Tax Credit.

14

Tax credit for wind energy

Of course we have the benefits available to

15

wind energy production in enterprise zones,

16

corporate income tax credits for commercial-scale

17

ethanol production, lower highway taxes for

18

alternative fuels, which you have eliminated, I

19

understand, for biodiesel in Maui County,

20

congratulations.

21

from the state 4 percent tax on retail sales, and

22

electric vehicles are allowed special license

23

plates, free parking, and no HOV lane restrictions.

24
25

Alcohol-blended fuels are exempt

Comprehensive plans call for increased
renewable energy, and this is not a recent
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1

phenomenon.

2

years.

3

a look at how they evaluated the various issues of

4

concern and how they quantified these.

5

It's been fairly consistent through the

You can take a look at these plans and take

Renewable energy resource assessments.

In

6

1995 we did a comprehensive statewide one that

7

included development of resource supply curves.

8

That was updated in 2000, it's being updated again

9

now, and the published reports are available on the

10

web site.

11

we are ready and willing and able to help Maui

12

county with that.

Also if you need detailed calculations,

13

Plans and studies of regulatory issues,

14

taxation, and incentives are also interesting.

15

We've got the task force that was formed to look at

16

the impact of energy tax credits.

17

estimate of the benefits.

18

employment, of course those folks will be paying

19

more taxes, and so I tried to quantify some of those

20

at the state level.

21

presentations from workshops, and so forth.

22

shortage of studies.

23

This included an

If you have increased

Financial incentives,
No

DBEDT's current and planned activities

24

include these.

There's an interest in hydrogen and

25

the question of infrastructure is very important, so
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1

they're looking at that.

2

energy opportunities.

3

the meter in many cases.

4

Looking at distributed

This is the customer side of

We're working with the Hawaii Electric Light

5

Company on the island of Hawaii, and we're doing a

6

lot of work on how can you store energy that's

7

produced by, for example, wind farms if the wind

8

farm is producing more energy in the middle of the

9

night that you need.

So this energy storage and

10

potentially producing hydrogen from it is something

11

where Hawaii is in the forefront in the nation.

12

And we are developing ways to manage high

13

saturations of distributed and renewable energy.

14

you have an intelligent grid that is set up to work

15

not just renewable and not just fossil but let them

16

work together, you have a more reliable system and a

17

more cost-effective system.

18

these areas.

19

If

So we're very active in

Renewable energy is part of the plan to

20

improve Hawaii's energy future.

On the electricity

21

side, these are some of the highlights of what DBEDT

22

and the State are trying to do, and right up there

23

is increase use of renewable energy.

24

might say, look, energy efficiency is first.

25

doesn't make sense to air condition a building just

Once again I
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1

to remove heat if you don't need to, and there are

2

other ways to handle humidity.

3

to have an idea of where the energy is, and if it's

4

causing you a problem maybe you can put it to good

5

use.

But anyway, you need

In the ground transportation area, always

6

7

supportive of efficiency but also very interested in

8

alternative fuels, especially biodiesel, alcohol

9

fuels, and hydrogen.

10

So conclusions, Hawaii remains highly

11

dependent on petroleum for energy.

Maui has great

12

potential for renewable energy, both utility-scale

13

and customer-sited.

14

Numerous studies support renewable energy, and

15

county measures can complement state, Federal, and

16

private-sector activities.

Energy efficiency is important.

17

For more information, these are two of the

18

web sites that we frequently refer to to see what

19

the State of Hawaii is up to and what other states

20

are up to.

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you very much for your attention.
Thank you, Maria.

And at this time we'll

22

call a short recess and put the screen up, and then

23

if you could come down and join us for questions.

24

Short recess.

25

RECESS:

(Gavel.)

9:50 a.m.
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9:52 a.m.

1

RECONVENE:

2

CHAIR TAVARES:

(Gavel.)

will the meeting reconvene,

3

please.

At this time, Mr. Freedman, you had signed

4

up to testify and you wanted to testify before --

5

after this -- our presentation, so you can come up

6

now.

7

MR. FREEDMAN:

8

CHAIR TAVARES:

Just have a seat there, Maria.

Thank you •

.•• BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY •••

9

10

Okay.

MR. FREEDMAN:

Hello, my name is Carl Freedman.

I'm here

11

testifying on my own behalf.

I just have a couple

12

quick comments.

13

the Council about some previous activities that even

14

the Council has made because I saw in today's agenda

15

that you have a number of items relating to

16

renewable energy and energy efficiency, but one

17

thing I did not see was any transmission of, excuse

18

me, of the recommendations of the subcommittee that

19

the Council once held on alternate energy and energy

20

efficiency.

One was just to, I guess, remind

21

And I think during the time that the Waena

22

was up before the Council for a change in zoning,

23

there was a lot of interest on the Council in energy

24

efficiency and alternate energy, and Riki Hokama and

25

his committee put together a sUbcommittee.
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1

subcommittee transmitted some very specific

2

recommendations, and they've just kind of been

3

sitting there.

4

of perhaps the idea that that might also be brought

5

before this Committee for -- for examination.

6

just haven't seen that on the agenda yet.

7

So I wanted to express the interest

I

Another study that in addition to what Maria

8

put up there was a study that was done before the

9

Public utilities Commission.

It was -- is being

10

referred now to as the old renewables docket.

11

there was a whole list of barriers and strategies to

12

overcome, barriers for renewable energy.

13

wanted to bring that up because that was broken down

14

by the action agencies, and the counties did have

15

some -- there were recommendations in there of some

16

of the things the counties could do to address some

17

of the barriers that alternate energy resources are

18

up against.

19

But

And I just

And lastly, I just wanted to mention one

20

thing that's up in -- before the legislature now is

21

a bill regarding wheeling that would allow

22

government agencies to wheel power.

23

to use the utility generation grid according to a

24

tariff that would be set, a fee that would be

25

charged by the utility, so that the -- a government

That would be
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agency could generate electricity in one place and

2

then use it at one of its own facilities in another

3

place.

4

loads the -- that you have here might be good

5

candidates for that, even if you purified your own

6

transmission.

And certainly some of the Water Department's

But this -- this of course is in the

7
8

legislature, and who knows what's going to happen to

9

it by the end of the legislature.

And I think the

10

effective date right now is 2050, and I don't know

11

what that means exactly in -- I'm not as experienced

12

enough with the legislature to know if that's a

13

serious matter or not.

14

put in there to keep it for discussion.

15

MR. TAGUCHI:

16

MR. FREEDMAN:

But the -- I think it was

Three minutes.
Okay.

That's just a -- I think that one

17

way to look at that whole concept is kind of the net

18

metering on the wholesale side because it let's you

19

displace your full retail cost of generation by use

20

-- by -- by using some generation like wind or

21

whatever rather than just the avoided cost of the

22

utility.

23

CHAIR TAVARES:

24
25

So that's it.
Okay.

Thank you.

Any questions for Carl?

Carl, that -- what you refer to on the -- the
study from the task force or the recommendations,
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1

that is on our agenda and it's Item No.6.

2

these are the sub -- subcategories under Item 6, so

3

it's not in the -- in the binder right now.

4

MR. FREEDMAN:

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

And

Oh, I see.
Yeah.

So No. 6 is the -- the umbrella

6

item and that's where those recommendations are.

7

And then we have sub-items, like this was 3 and the

8

next one's going to be 4 that deal with the

9

renewable alternative.

10

there.

11

MR. FREEDMAN:

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

13

MR. FREEDMAN:

14
15

So we do have that one

Okay.
Okay.

Great.
Thank you.

Thanks .
••• END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY •••

CHAIR TAVARES:

All right.

At this time, Members, any

16

questions for Maria?

17

try to catch a little bit later, but we'll try to

18

get you finished up here.

19

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

20

MS. TOME:

21

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

I know you have a flight to

Mr. Mateo.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

Good morning.

Good morning.
In part of the presentation one of the

22

reference items to ocean energy, there was that

23

that item wave energy technology.

24

MS. TOME:

Uh-huh.

25

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Can you tell me where that technology
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1

is at this particular point, because the specific

2

reference to the North Shore of Maui as -- as a

3

suitable location --

4

MS. TOME:

5

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

6

7

That wasn't done
-- where is that technology at at this

point?
MS. TOME:

Okay.

The technology -- there's actually a

8

wave buoy demonstration at Kaneohe Marine Corps

9

Base.

There is also a project that the Electric

10

Power Research Institute is coordinating between six

11

participating states, including Hawaii, where

12

they're looking at all the available wave energy

13

technologies.

14

Some have been installed and are operating

15

now and some are still being developed and

16

-- and deployed and what not, but they're looking at

17

specific sites and what technologies fit best with

18

which types of wave regimes.

19

be in the next few years quite a bit more

20

development and deployment of these.

21

So there -- there will

And if you look at the consistency of the

22

resource, it's very attractive, you know.

I mean,

23

waves do vary in the amount of energy, but it's very

24

consistent, especially in Hawaii because we have

25

these long swells coming in.

So Hawaii is an
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excellent place for that.

And if they're going to

2

be looking for someplace to deploy these, especially

3

once, you know, Kaneohe project gets going, I think

4

we're going to see a lot of interest in investing in

5

these in Hawaii.

6

And so if it can be done well and done with

7

the knowledge and understanding and cooperation of

8

the, you know, the counties, I think that's very

9

important to its success.

10
11

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Because wave action is more of a --

it's more of a natural thing, yeah --

12

MS. TOME:

Uh-huh.

13

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

14

MS. TOME:

15

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

-- consistent --

Uh-huh.
-- consistent thing, your office is --

16

is at this point taking a look at that in addition

17

to the more visible and the more, I guess,

18

demonstrated wind energy.

19

MS. TOME:

20

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

21

MS. TOME:

22

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

23

Right.
So--

Yeah.
-- wave action is something your office

will try to pursue --

24

MS. TOME:

Yeah, we -- in

25

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

-- for our
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Yeah, we -- we sponsored the study in 1992

2

that tried to do an assessment of the wave energy

3

resource on the islands, which I took that quote

4

from that study.

5

I think in 2000, and now we're working with EPRI to

6

take it to the next step, site specific and

7

technology specific.

S
9

10

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

And then there was an update done

And technology is strictly a buoy type

of apparatus?
MS. TOME:

No, there are a bunch of different -- different

11

technologies, you know, and there's even wave --

12

there's even ocean energy from the currents that

13

some folks have, you know, been interested in

14

developing and they're working on that in

15

California.

16

So it's not even just waves, you know.

17

also the ocean currents and what not that are

lS

getting attention, because like I said, working with

19

the energy that's there, anything that causes damage

20

has a lot of energy potential if you can figure out

21

how to do it in a safe -- a safe way.

22
23

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

It's

And the existing one in Kaneohe

you said, that has

24

MS. TOME:

Yeah, they're starting with a small one.

25

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

-- that has been able to generate what
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3

kind of -MS. TOME:

I don't know if they're generating yet, but

they just installed it.

4

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

5

MS. TOME:

Oh, okay.

They installed the anchor and then they were

6

going to do the buoy.

7

ribbon-cutting ceremony, but I'm expecting that any

B

day.

9

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

10

MS. TOME:

11

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

12

Okay.

Yeah.
Terrific.

Thank you.

Thank you, Madam

Chair.

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

And they haven't had the

Thank you.

Mr. Kane?

Yeah, just a follow up on that.

I

know you quoted, I guess, it's Hagerman --

16

MS. TOME:

Uh-huh.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

in '92, that's the report, and

1B

then you said there's an update in 2000.

19

is located on the -- on the web site, on your web

20

site

21

MS. TOME:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

MS. TOME:

All that

Yes.

Yeah.

-- that specific information?

In fact the report's in full.

We

24

usually have an excerpt, you know, the executive

25

summary is there on the page, and then you can
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1

download the whole thing.

2

ago it was done, you know, is how big the file is

3

because the more recent ones are, you know, fairly

4

easy to convert to put it on the web site.

5

older stuff like the 1996 PUC stuff, that's also on

6

our web site.

7

quite a large download.

8

like the wave energy studies are smaller.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And depending on how long

But the

We had to scan that one in, so it's
But the more recent stuff

A lot of this ties into energy

10

storage, the reports, when we talk about, as an

11

example, the ocean energy, the wave energy

12

MS. TOME:

That one didn't have a storage

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

MS. TOME:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

MS. TOME:

-- it ties into a component of --

component.
-- storage?

Not really, not those.

There was a pumped

17

hydro storage study that we do have available from

18

several years ago.

19

stuff is ongoing, so there are no final reports yet.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

A lot of the energy storage

Okay.

Thank you.
Thank you, Madam -- oh, and I have

another question

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Go ahead.
-- Madam Chair.
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The state renewable portfolio standard that

1

2

you talked to us about in your presentation on page

3

18 --

4

MS. TOME:

Uh-huh.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

-- are we achieving these -- the 7

6

percent by the end of last year, are we there, are

7

we on track for 8 percent by '05 and 9 percent by

8

2010?

9

MS. TOME:

I have not seen the final report.

The

10

utilities are supposed to report to the Public

11

utilities Commission on how they're doing with that,

12

and I have not personally seen their reports.

13

maybe I defer to Maui Electric.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So

Do they break that down as far as the

15

7 percent is overall achievement by the state of

16

Hawaii and is it broken down by -- by electric

17

companies and what they're achieving?

18

MS. TOME:

It's an overall goal because it's very

19

difficult to achieve 7 percent on Oahu, for example,

20

where you have a lot of load and not much available

21

land or resource, whereas some islands such as the

22

Big Island have close to 30 percent renewable.

23

it is an average -- it's an aggregate for the State.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So

But the report does show the

breakdown as who -- who gets -- who's doing what?
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I don't know.

Electric?

3

MS. HOOVER:

4

MS. TOME:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

MS. TOME:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

CHAIR TAVARES:

9

Would you guys know, Maui

It does.
It does?

Okay.
Thank you.

Thanks.
Thank you, Madam Chair.

Okay.

Thank you.

Any other questions

for --

10

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

12

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Madam Chair?

Mr. Mateo.
Thank you.

DBEDT, they -- they --

13

relative to -- to alternative energy, you work the

14

different counties.

15

objectives or expectations from your office in

16

working with -- with the counties in providing

17

timetables so that there is movement in counties

18

addressing the alternate energy needs?

19

MS. TOME:

Are there -- are there

I would think that would be through the

20

integrated resource planning process because those

21

are done on a fixed interval, you know, and that is

22

where folks in the counties work with, you know,

23

folks at the State level to look at the plans for

24

the next so many years.

25

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Does -- does the counties, you know,
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1

have a role in actually devising the -- the state

2

plan?

3

MS. TOME:

4

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

5

MS. TOME:

6

I don't know.

I don't know.

Maui Electric might know that one to what

extent the county is involved in the IRP process.

7

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

8

CHAIR TAVARES:

9

MS. IDE:

10

Okay.

I'd ask you guys that.

Yeah.

Yeah, we are.

(Inaudible.)

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

And that -- that group meets and

11

plans like what, once a year, or how -- how often is

12

this process an ongoing one, I mean, how often do

13

they meet and --

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

Maybe, Joanne, do you mind coming down?

15

Okay.

16

since she has a lot of the -- the answers for these

17

particular questions.

18

MS. TOME:

We'll have Joanne Ide from Maui Electric,

Yeah, I'm not directly involved in the IRP

19

proceeding.

20

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

21

MS. IDE:

Okay.

Our integrated resource planning cycle is

22

supposedly every three years.

It

it kind of

23

depends, yeah, when the PUC makes a decision.

24

we're coming out of our second one.

25

about ready to go into our third one.

We're just
I think we're
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planning to file it in 2006, October.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

So every three years, how do you

3

gauge -- how do you gauge success in objectives

4

within the 3-year period?

5
6

MS. IDE:

Are you talking about with respect to the

renewable portfolio

7

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

8

MS. IDE:

9

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

-- standards?

10

MS. IDE:

11

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

12

MS. IDE:

13
14
15
16

Yeah.

Yes.

Oh, that's filed every single year.
okay.

The company -- the three companies file a report

with the PUC every year.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Madam

Chair, I think I got it.
CHAIR TAVARES:

And while we still have Joanne here and

17

Maria, is there an assigned quota, so to speak, or a

18

benchmark for each county to contribute toward this

19

7 percent and 8 percent,

20

everybody's just out there on their own?

21

maybe?

22
23

MS. IDE:

it's just kind of --

It's -- it's collective.

Joanne,

It's all three

companies together.

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

MS. IDE:

So does each company have like a share --

It's not
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1

CHAIR TAVARES:

2

MS. IDE:

-- or a goal?

-- like specific, you know.

Each -- each county

3

or each company doesn't have to put in, you know, X

4

percent.

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

6

MS. IDE:

7

CHAIR TAVARES:

It's just done collectively.
So it could be just accidental

Accidental.
-- that you reach the percentage.

I mean,

8

that's what I'm trying to get at, is there a plan

9

that everybody's working toward in order to get to

10

that 7 percent and 8 percent, which personally I

11

feel is ridiculously low.

12

MS. IDE:

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

MS. IDE:

15

But

I think the plan is to get as much as possible.
Uh-huh, okay.

And whether -- you know, each -- each island has

its own resources

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

17

MS. IDE:

Uh-huh.

types of resources.

So some are easier than

18

others to achieve.

19

you have like PGV geothermal.

20

CHAIR TAVARES:

21

MS. IDE:

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

23

MS. IDE:

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

Like with the Big Island you --

Uh-huh.

So that contributes like a lot -Right.

-- to the RPS.
So is Maui Electric identified for Maui
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2

in achieving this overall state objective?
MS. IDE:

Well, we have, what, biomass with HC&S.

And as

3

far as looking forward, we're looking at that wind

4

farm.

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

6

MS. IDE:

7

And then, of course, you know, part of the RPS

is also the solar water heating installations --

8

CHAIR TAVARES:

9

MS. IDE:

10

Uh-huh, okay.

Right.

-- that counts for a lot too.

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

11

Joanne.

12

here as a resource too.

Any other questions while we have Joanne up

13

MS. IDE:

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

16

Thank you very mUCh,

Thank you, Joanne.

You're welcome.
Okay.

Any other questions for Maria?

Mr. Kane?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah, thank you.

I know Mr. Freedman talked about that barrier

17
18

report and then overcoming the barriers, and I saw

19

you nodding your head --

20

MS. TOME:

Uh-huh.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

-- when he said -- stated that.

22

that also something that we can find on your web

23

page, that -- that particular report?

24

MS. TOME:

Yep, the whole thing is there.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Can you give --
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We actually summarized it and actually made

2

links.

3

we actually had a summary slide in here but took it

4

out, sorry, trying to get -- but, yeah, it

5

identified the barriers and also who would be the

6

lead in overcoming in each of those barriers.

7

lot of that stuff has not changed.

S

9
10
11

I think each chapter is separate.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And I

it

And a

What's the name of the report, do you

have that up the top of your head by any chance so
we can find it?
MS. TOME:

I think if you go to the search on the web

12

page, the main web page, and type in 1996 PUC and

13

barriers that'll get you there.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

Chair.

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Okay.

17

Thank you very much.

Thank you,

Any other questions for Maria?

If not, I want to thank you very much

lS

for taking the time out of your busy schedule, I'm

19

sure, to -- to travel over here to clue us in on

20

what's going on with the --

21

MS. TOME:

Thank you.

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

-- with the State in this area.

It's been

23

very informative for us.

And I didn't -- I failed

24

to mention that this session is being televised

25

live, by the way, by our public television, Akaku,
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1

and then they play it, you know, several times

2

during the month.

So you -- you're a TV star now.

3

MS. TOME:

4

CHAIR TAVARES:

5

MS. TOME:

6
7

ITEM NO. 6(4): RENEWABLE AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY (NATURAL
ENERGY LABORATORY OF HAWAII AUTHORITY)
(C.C. No. 03-126)

8

CHAIR TAVARES:

9

10

Oh.
But thank you very much for being here.

Thank you.

All right.

At this time, Members, I

wanted to start with -- do you want to take a break
first or want to go into Jacqui's presentation?

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Let's move.
Jacqui, you're ready?

Do you want

13

to say a few introductory remarks before you do your

14

slide thing?

15

MS. HOOVER:

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

17

Sure.
Okay.

You can do it from there.

That

would be fine.
This is Jacqui Hoover from NELHA.

18

That's the

19

Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii Authority on the

20

Big Island.

21

MS. HOOVER:

Good morning.

Thank you for having me here.

22

I'm going to do something a little bit different.

23

I'm certainly going to focus on renewable and

24

alternative and distributed energy, but I'm also

25

going to show how this concept works with economic
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1

development and the successes that we've had at the

2

Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii Authority.
And one of the reasons that we wanted to do

3

4

this is, as I shared with Chairwoman Tavares when

5

she came to visit us at NELHA a couple of months

6

ago, one of the bills that's been put forth for the

7

legislature this year is to increase the number of

8

board members we have on the Natural Energy

9

Laboratory of Hawaii Authority Board of Directors.

10

Specifically, we are looking to add two more board

11

members, one would be a representative from county

12

of Maui and the second would be a representative

13

from county of Kauai, because we believe that the

14

successes we've enjoyed at the Natural Energy

15

Laboratory can be expanded for a statewide

16

initiative.

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

18

MS. HOOVER:

19

20

Okay.

And so with that, I'll move forward with the

PowerPoint unless -CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

We'll take a short recess, bring

21

do our little dance here with the -- the screen

22

again.

So we'll have a short recess.

(Gavel.)

10:10 a.m.

23

RECESS:

24

RECONVENE:

25

CHAIR TAVARES:

10:14 a.m.

(Gavel.)

will the meeting please
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1

reconvene.

2

program over to you.

3

Note:

4

MS. HOOVER:

At this time, Jacqui Hoover, I turn the
Thank you.

PowerPoint presentation.
Thank you.

Marie [sic] mentioned that she's

5

from the Department of Business, Economic

6

Development, and Tourism.

7

Laboratory of Hawaii Authority is administratively

8

attached to DBEDT as well.

9

agency established by Hawaii Revised statutes, and

The Natural Energy

We are an exempt state

10

our 16 employees are non-civil service exempt

11

employees.
For those of you who have not been to the Big

12

13

Island, this is the entrance to the National

14

Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii Authority.

15

are located adjacent to Keahole Kona International

16

Airport at Keahole Point, and there you see where we

17

are located exactly.

18

here.

19

We

We're right on the shoreline

What you're looking at here are some of the

20

runways that are Cyanotech Corporation.

They do

21

microalgaes

22

facilities, including our state Office Building

23

which is located right there.

24

this slide because it gives you a good idea that we

25

are right off the shoreline here, and also we have

This is some of our other

And we like to show
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pipelines that bring up deep cold seawater from

2

2,000- and 3,000-foot depths.

3

So we'll start briefly with a history of the

4

Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii Authority

5

starting with our mission statement, which is simply

6

to develop and diversify the Hawaii economy by

7

providing resources and facilities for energy and

8

ocean-related research, education, and commercial

9

activities in an environmentally sound and

10

culturally sensitive manner.

And I always ask

11

everyone to remember those last two points of

12

environmental soundness and cultural sensitivity

13

because we'll get back to that later in the

14

presentation.

15

The Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii

16

Authority was created by Hawaii State Legislature in

17

1990 to administer both the 322-acre Natural Energy

18

Laboratory of Hawaii, which was originally

19

established in 1974 in large part as a response

20

in response to the oil embargo of 1973 and 1974.

21

Our first objective was renewable energy using ocean

22

thermal energy conversion.

23

548-acre Hawaii Ocean Science and Technology Park

24

properties were created by legislature.

25

did in 1990 was to combine the two under one single

And in 1980, the

What they
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authority.
Here's a good example of where we are.

2

This

3

is Kona International Airport and this is Queen

4

Kaahumanu Highway.

5

International Airport, we are the next drive makai.

6

And our properties stretch right along this dark

7

border all along the runway and along the shoreline.

8

I should also mention that we have a one-mile --

9

deep one-mile wide ocean research corridor that's

If you come out of Kona

10

included in our master plan and environmental impact

11

statement.
Now I have some really unique resources and

12
13

it's a complement of both natural and logistical

14

resources that gives us an advantage over other

15

locations.

16

stability, location meaning our proximity to an

17

international airport which allows import and export

18

activities easily, as well as travel, and also

19

location within a stable political climate is a

20

plus.

21

that you have available here on Maui as well.

22

Some of these include our location and

And certainly those resources are something

Sunshine and location.

Solar insolation is

23

very consistent at the Natural Energy Laboratory.

24

We're one of the most highly insulated locations on

25

a coastal area in the united states.

And our
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location at Keahole Point actually is an ideal

2

setting for ocean research because our bathymetry,

3

which is our offshore topography, is very steep.

4

within an eighth of a mile we're already reaching

5

depths of 2- and 3,000 feet.
And if you come to NELHA during any day,

6
7

you'll see the dive boats and the charter fishing

8

and commercial fishing boats all anchored offshore

9

at NELHA because they're able to get those deep

10

deep access right away right close to shore.
Access to both warm surface and cold deep

11

12

seawater in huge quantities in one location is not

13

available anywhere else as ideally as it is at our

14

location.

15

depths.

16

establish even deeper depths for pumping deep cold

17

seawater.

18

We currently pump waters from 2,000-foot
We're in the process of being able to

Warm surface seawater, we pump this ashore

19

continuously.

20

at a pipe that's located 600 feet offshore at a

21

depth of 45 feet from the surface and 45 feet above

22

the ocean bottom.

23

seawater.

24

Fahrenheit consistently year round.

25

We're coming in currently located

This is for the warm surface

These waters come in at 76 to 82 degrees

But we also go deeper.

Cold deep seawater is
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1

pumped continuously from 2,000-foot depths

2

currently, and this water comes in consistently at

3

43 -- 43 degrees Fahrenheit.

4

virtually pathogen-free, very rich in organic

5

nutrients, which is essential for plant growth.

This water is

As I mentioned earlier, our original mission

6

7

was ocean thermal energy conversion, OTEC.

To this

8

day if you ask people where the Natural Energy

9

Laboratory of Hawaii Authority is, residents of the

10

Big Island will sometimes give you a blank stare.

11

And when you explain what it is that we do there,

12

they'll say, oh, you mean OTEC.

13

convinced them yet that OTEC is a process and not a

14

place.

15

We haven't

And we were really the pioneer in OTEC

16

technology.

17

mini OTEC.

18

Point.

19

production of net electrical power via closed-cycle

20

ocean thermal energy conversion.

21

In 1978 we had a barge that we dubbed
It was anchored offshore at Keahole

And we were the first to demonstrate the

In 1981 we established a shore-based OTEC

22

research project and started doing biofouling

23

testing, corrosion countermeasures to continue our

24

work in closed-cycle OTEC.

25

This is just another location or scene of
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1

OTEC.

2

OTEC pioneers, and we get inquiries from around the

3

world for OTEC.

4

And NELBA is considered to this day to be the

I want to go briefly into NELHA today and

5

tomorrow, and one of the first things I want to

6

discuss is the Friends of NELBA.

7

Hawaii community College, the University of Hawaii,

8

and Sea Grant, excuse me, Sea -- Sea Grant Advisory

9

Council of University of Hawaii to start what we

10
11

We partnered with

call the Friends of NELHA.
Like the Big Island, I'm sure here on Maui

12

you have a large retired population base that still

13

has a lot to offer the

14

actually partnered with those schools.

15

certification program to create docents who in turn

16

do public presentations for NELHA, and literally we

17

have rocket scientists who retired from NASA on this

18

Friends of NELHA group.

19

community~

Our group has
We do a

We have four classes that we've completed.

20

We're in the process of completing our fifth class.

21

To date we've certified 150 individuals.

22

the individuals have actually gone on to work for

23

resorts and for the cruise ship industry based on

24

the certification that they received as docents.

25

Our sister agency is the National Defense
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1

center of Excellence for Research in Ocean Sciences.

2

They're fully federally funded by Department of

3

Defense.

4

is really to provide some innovative concepts for

5

dual applications.

6

And as you can see there, their objective

And their focus areas have been ocean

7

environmental preservation, shallow water

8

surveillance, new ocean platform and ship concepts,

9

ocean measurement instrumentation, and also to

10

identify unique properties of the deep ocean

11

environment.

12

and are doing support some of the new ocean energy

13

technologies that are being developed.

14

A lot of the work that they have done

NELHA currently has 32 tenants, and the

15

tenants really are the keys to our success.

Through

16

the activities of the tenants, we've been able to

17

foster new industry in west Hawaii with lots of

18

economic development opportunities.

19

is really look for diversity.

20

mission includes economic diversification.

And what we do

As you recall, our

21

Diversity, economic growth, research,

22

development, education are all components of NELHA.

23

I put up some slides of some of the things we're

24

doing at NELHA.

25

Island Abalone Corporation.

These are abalone.

We have Big

They are exporting
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1

12,000 pounds a month of abalone overseas, very high

2

revenue crop there.

3

crops we have.

4

Lobster and King Crab to Halibut and Flounder, Moi,

5

the Mullet, and so forth.

6

is some of the energy panels we have.

These are some of the other

We have everything from Maine

We have sea horses.

This

We also using our deep cold seawater are able

7
8

to produce ag crops.

What we do with our deep cold

9

seawater is run it in PVC pipes through the soil.

10

The heat or the temperature differential between the

11

atmosphere temperature and the deep cold seawater

12

running through the pipes keep the soil moist and

13

also cold.

14

So we're actually able to irrigate.

And what you see here are wine grapes.

We've

15

had the wine grape farmers from allover the world,

16

Napa Valley, Italy, Spain, France, come to visit

17

us.

18

year versus one crop of wine grapes.

19

turn the deep cold seawater on, get a crop in,

20

harvest the grapes, turn the water off for two

21

weeks, then turn it back on again.

22

the plant actually thinks it has gone through its

23

dormant stage and starts growing again.

24

actually able to date to get three crops per year.

25

At NELHA we're able to produce three crops per
What we do is

And the crop

So we're

West Hawaii Explorations Academy is a public
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1

charter school.

2

state.

3

mean, at Natural Energy Laboratory prior to becoming

4

a public charter school, and they're a project-based

5

curriculum for grades 9 through 12.

6

of their shark tank.

7

They were one of the first in the

They actually were located at west -- I

This is a view

They experienced quite a bit of acclaim for

8

their solar and electrical vehicles.

9

movie out called Race with the Sun.

There's a
When the WHEA

10

students went to Australia and raced against

11

students and teams from places like MIT, Cornell, et

12

cetera, the high school kids actually won that race

13

in Australia.

14

that there now is a high school and university or

15

college level division separated.

We think it's no small coincidence

16

Kayo USA Corporation, they're taking the deep

17

cold seawater, they're one of five companies we have

18

at NELHA to take the deep cold seawater, desalinate

19

that water, and are selling it as a boutique

20

beverage in Japan, China, Taiwan, South and Central

21

America, and Europe.

22

deep cold seawater is running an average of 10 to

23

$18 US in Japan and they can't keep it on the shelf.

24

And for those of you who bought into the myth

25

A one-liter bottle of this

that you can't do manufacturing in Hawaii, Kayo
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1

actually brings in a metric ton of plastic chip

2

every month to NELHA.

3

their own plastic bottles.

4

do both import and export on this.

They're actually producing
They're at NELHA, so we

And what NELHA is looking at is, we are going

5
6

to be collecting royalties on all of the bottles of

7

water that leave to go overseas.

8

industry?

9

first year amongst the five companies, and $30

10

How big is this

They're looking at 12 million bottles the

billion international marketplace.
This is one of the slides that our Infrasound

11

12

Laboratory of Hawaii who's located at NELHA

13

produces.

14

by the united Nations.

15

Comprehensive Test Band Treaty.

16

listening array.

17

events throughout the world.

18

they can also hear seismic and meteorological

19

events.

20

The Infrasound Laboratory is established
They're a part of the
It's a path of

They're listening for nuclear
But what we found is

So for instance, when a hurricane came within

21

a hundred miles of the Big Island, we were actually

22

able to listen using the infrasound equipment to the

23

weather and the meteorological activity as it was

24

actually going on and could determine what the storm

25

was doing an hour before the storm chasers got back
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1

to Hickam.

Also, the Infrasound Laboratory played a

2

critical role in the investigation that took place

3

when the Space Shuttle Columbia exploded, and we'll

4

talk about that a little bit later as well.
As I mentioned, we'll be going deeper and

5
6

colder, 3,000-foot depths via 55-inch pipelines that

7

we deployed in 2001.

8

worse.

9

pipelines on September 11th, and for about two weeks

10

we had a whole fleet of barges, tugboats, et cetera,

11

sitting off NELHA.

12

the international airport, so we were told to stop

13

dead in the water, which is what we did.

14

Our timing couldn't have been

We were in the process of deploying those

As you saw we're right next to

But when we do finally -- we did finally get

15

the ocean side deployed, we're in the process of

16

doing our onshore distribution.

17

past September and will be completed by summer of

18

2004.

19

constant 39 degrees Fahrenheit just above freezing.

20

That started this

When we bring this water up, it'll maintain a

As a result of this deployment, several

21

companies have -- have invested millions of dollars

22

in infrastructure developing commercial activities.

23

And the water companies that I mentioned, Big Island

24

Abalone are among those companies.

25

Here you see a picture as we were deploying
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1

the pipeline.

2

difficult to see, but this is one of the cuttings of

3

that actual pipeline, and what you see here is a

4

5-foot-4 adult sitting inside the pipe.

5

this to demonstrate how high that 55-inch pipeline

6

actually is.

7

And this is a photo, it's a little

We used

The NELHA Gateway is a signature project that

8

we're going to locate right at the entrance that I

9

showed you earlier.

And the intent is to provide a

10

campus setting for research, development, education,

11

and outreach, and three primary thrust areas,

12

distributed and renewable energy resources, ocean

13

sciences and marine bioproducts, and the third is

14

really built into the first two and that's

15

education, outreach, eco/techno tourism, and all the

16

related commercial activities that come with that.

17

Phase I, the NELHA Gateway Renewable and

18

Distributed Energy Resources Center is in progress

19

right now.

20

foundation for a premier national institute

21

dedicated to development, testing, and deployment of

22

renewable and distributed energy generation

23

technologies.

24
25

The center is intended to provide the

And I myself stumble over Natural Energy
Laboratory versus National Energy Laboratory, and
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this brings up an important point.

Unlike the

2

National Laboratory such as Sandia, Los Alamos, et

3

cetera, they're doing development and testing.

4

of them do deployment.

5

Gateway center is, we're actually going to be

6

involved in deployment of new technologies.

None

So the difference at our

Phase I, basically we're in the progress

7
8

in progress as we speak.

9

program.

It's a federally funded

Construction funds started coming to us in

10

1999.

11

construction and program funds of an additional $1

12

million.

13

We have a total of $4.5 million for

And why the Big Island.

Basically it's

14

because we already have an urgent need for

15

distributed energy resources, we have a good

16

portfolio of renewables, and also there's a lot of

17

our large power users are already going off grid.

18

There's a lot of hybrid energy projects going on.

19

Some of our larger hotels have already pulled

20

themselves off the grid significantly.

21

The Big Island energy picture just to give

22

you a background, we've got a small isolated grid,

23

175 megawatts, a lot of renewable technologies and

24

resources.

25

already developed and/or permitted.

Currently we have 70 plus megawatts
High average
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1

energy cost, this is old -- we're right now paying

2

23 cents per kilowatt hour and 2.S9 for a gallon of

3

gasoline when I checked this morning.

4

We also have got some unique transmission and

5

demand characteristics.

And as I mentioned earlier,

6

many -- many of our energy users have announced and

7

already implemented plans to disconnect from the

S

grid.
This is a good slide of what our grid looks

9

10

like.

11

Hawaii.

12

it's growing, continuing to grow at 5 percent a

13

year.

14

that need to be addressed as we move forward.

15

Most of our power is available here in East
West Hawaii has the largest need for power,

So we've got a lot of transmission issues

The NELHA Gateway DER Center supports the

16

distributed energy resources strategic plan that the

17

US Department of Energy has put in place.

lS

plan is for 20 percent new distributed energy

19

generation by 2010.

20

nicely with Governor Lingle's plan of 20 percent new

21

renewable energy cap generation by 2010 for the

22

state of Hawaii.

23

that we support the national strategic plan.

24
25

Their

That actually coincides very

And this is just some of the ways

Here's something that all of you in Maui and
other counties might want to take a look at.
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1

we looked at our distributed energy strategy, as

2

well as our renewable strategy, we really looked at

3

it from within a broader context.

4

started with OTEC.

5

interested in hydrogen and fuel cells.

We obviously

As Maria mentioned, everyone's

We looked at distributed resources and our

6

7

renewable portfolio, and then we looked at all the

8

other stakeholders that are involved and the roles

9

that we have to play, education, our community, and

10

how we could support other activities such as

11

aquaculture and ocean research.
The NELHA Gateway Distributed center includes

12

13

several partners, and these are just a few of them,

14

US Department of Energy.

15

county.

16

we're certainly hoping that Maui County will become

17

involved as well.

You'll notice here Hawaii

And when I spoke to Chairwoman Tavares,

18

And what we're looking for with the Energy

19

center is an ecologically sustainable design, and

20

our goal is to do what we need to do today with as

21

little impact as possible on future generations.

22

This goes back to our mission being environmentally

23

sound.

24

those are Class AAA water, so we want to make sure

25

that that water stays as clean as possible.

Also as I mentioned, our deep cold seawater,
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And the inspiration is the same on the Big

2

Island as it is here.

3

maintain the environment that we live in.

4

always put this in.

5

demand side management, but if you go back

6

historically Hawaii has always been good at demand

7

side management.

8
9

We want to make sure we
And we

Marie is better speaking about

The NELHA Gateway DER Center, our design team
actually were headed up by Ferraro choi and

10

Associates.

11

architectural firm committed to sustainable design

12

and to Leadership in Energy and Environmental

13

Design, which I'll talk about a little bit later.

14

Ferraro Choi and Associates received worldwide

15

acclaim because although they're a Honolulu-based

16

firm, they were the individuals who designed the new

17

Amundsen-Scott facilities at the South Pole in

18

Antarctica.

19

They're based out of Honolulu, an

Lincolne Scott is doing our mechanical and

20

our engineering for us.

They're out of Australia

21

originally.

22

this, this is the forestry center in Tasmania.

23

the important thing about here is they've done what

24

Maria spoke about in working with the elements and

25

with energy.

They have an office on Oahu.

I show
And

There's no artificial cooling in this
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1

facility, and yet when you go into the facility it's

2

very comfortable.
Leadership in Energy and Environmental

3

4

Design, this is a program established by the US

5

Green Building Council.

6

everyone was saying, oh, we're building green

7

buildings, we're environmentally sensitive and so

8

forth.

9

you have to meet those criteria in order to get a

10
11

Basically for a while there

This just establishes some criteria so that

certification as a LEED facility.
For our Gateway DER Center, we're pursuing

12

LEED certification.

13

qualify for Gold status by design.

14

certification is the highest you can get and that's

15

what we're seeking.

16

LEED buildings in the world, two of them are in

17

China, and so we would be one of three in the US and

18

the first in the State of Hawaii.

19

We've already confirmed that we
Platinum

There are only four Platinum

And this is our NELHA Gateway DER Center.

20

This -- these two large buildings here are Exhibit

21

outreach Education Centers, and the space frame here

22

which we'll talk about a little bit later is very

23

critical to the overall design.

24

modular laboratories for research and development.

25

Our funding only allowed us to put in one modular

On this end you see
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laboratory, but we're in the process of securing

2

private-sector funding and donations for additional

3

laboratories.

4

I had mentioned previously environmentally

5

sound and culturally sensitive.

And one of the

6

things we want you to notice here is that we've only

7

and if you come and look we started the grading,

8

we only disturb and grade that portion of land that

9

we actually need for the footprint of our facility,

10
11

otherwise it's staying in the natural topography.
And culturally sensitive.

We have at NELHA

12

what we call the NELHA Cultural Advisory Board

13

consisting of kupuna from our community, and we have

14

them review all of our design.

15

platform because it was reminiscent to them of

16

ancient Hawaiian heiau.

17

that are going to be going in will either be

18

indigenous or what we call canoe plants that came in

19

with the original Polynesians.

20

They liked this

And all of the plantings

The design of the facility, why is it up on

21

this platform.

One of the interesting things that

22

we do at NELHA is we take the deep cold seawater and

23

we run it through a heat exchanger, and that's how

24

we cool our buildings.

25

conditioning using that deep cold seawater.

We provide our air
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1

NELHA we've proven that we're able to save over

2

$4,500 per month on our electricity bill by using

3

this technology.

4

So we will run deep cold seawater under the

5

facility here through pipes, draw warm air in, that

6

warm air will run over the cold pipes, be cooled,

7

and come up to provide the space cooling in here.

8

This space frame is part of the thermal cooling.

9

You'll notice that we have PV panels there.

This

10

design you see an awn in here has now been changed.

11

We have space frames and PV panels there as well.

12

And I would like to say that Hawaii Electric

13

Light Company or Hawaiian Electric Light Company,

14

which is the company on the Big Island, HELCO, has

15

actually donated all of the panels, all of the

16

engineering, all of the infrastructure, repairs and

17

maintenance over the next 30 years for these PV

18

array.

19

megawatt of power and will be feeding back to the

20

grid.

21

program dollars I mentioned earlier to demonstrate

22

firming of power such as solar and also

23

interconnectivity of renewable energy to the grid.

24
25

It will be putting out just under one

We've partnered with HELCO using some of the

Here's another view of that
this is the view I wanted.

excuse me,

If you look here the
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1

space frames actually weren't put in place for the

2

PV array.

3

chimney.

4

We mentioned the warm air being drawn in, running

5

over the colds pipes, coming up, and as it warms and

6

heats up it'll go out this thermal chimney.

7

since we had that area, we worked with HELCO to come

8

up with the PV array design.

They were put in place for this thermal
That's what's going to draw the air out.

And

We're under construction on that facility.

9

10

We started on December 11, 2003.

11

platform we showed.

12

construction.

13

date.

14

June 8th, 2004.

15

and a grand opening in August of 2004.

This shows that

It's being built and under

It's actually completed as of this

And construction completion is scheduled for
We'll have a soft opening in June

And here's a good scene of the solar

16
17

chimneys.

18

mentioned, over the cold pipes and draw it up and

19

out using radiant thermal convection.

20

We'll draw the warm air in, as I

The other thing that's neat is as we get the

21

condensation on -- from the pipes, we're going to

22

collect that and that produces potable water, which

23

will be used for the toilets and the building

24

itself.

25

building.

Our goal is to make this a net zero
We'll also be using the deep cold
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1

seawater running it through pipes in the soil to

2

water all of the plantings that you saw previously.

3

Hawaii: Deep Sea to Deep Space, this is

4

something that we keep reminding everyone that

5

Hawaii has that's very unique, whether we're talking

6

about the new volcanic island and the extremophiles,

7

the extreme life forms that show great promise for

8

pharmaceutical uses, the deep seawater from NELHA,

9

the observatories on the three mountains, we are

10

able to produce 21st century technologies that are

11

needed in food, water, energy, and health.
We like to say that the future has an

12
13

address.

14

Laboratory of Hawaii Authority located at Keahole

15

Point, certainly the Big Island of Hawaii, Maui

16

county.

17

That address includes the Natural Energy

The reason you see Micro Gaia up there is,

18

Micro Gaia originally came to NELHA to discuss their

19

microalgae project, and what they need is not deep

20

cold or warm surface seawater, what they need is a

21

lot of fresh water.

22

a desert plain, so we don't have access to a lot of

23

fresh water.

24

and Kauai county.

25

one of the largest companies or most successful

NELHA does not have -- we're on

We suggested that they look at Maui
And as you may know Micro Gaia is
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companies you have here now.

2

certainly is part of that address for the future.

3

The state of Hawaii

One of the things that under secretary of

4

Commerce Grant Aldonas said when he came to visit

5

NELHA earlier this year was that we need to take the

6

work that's done at places like NELHA and throughout

7

the state of Hawaii and figure out how to get it

8

onto the global scale.

9

their dual application.

We talked about CEROS and
One of the things that

10

NELHA will be participating in this summer is a

11

project called strong Angel, which is humanitarian

12

assistance program through civil/military

13

cooperation.

14

strong Angel - the Edge objective is to

15

design and implement a far-forward capacity for

16

rapid and appropriate information management from

17

global resources within and across civil-military

18

sectors during a Phase Four stabilization and

19

reconstruction response.

20

in the military, you may already recognize this is

21

exactly what we're in in Iraq right now is a Phase

22

Four stablization program.

23

For those of you who are

Topic areas include translation, multilingual

24

translators, so that our force, our troops, can

25

communicate, communication, cultural awareness.
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1

sustainable footprint, this is important.

2

looking at renewable and distributed energy

3

opportunities for austere environments.

4

They're

We're going to be doing this as part of

5

RIMPAC in July, and the -- this is Dr. Eric

6

Rasmussen who is the principal investigator who says

7

that we're doing this to answer current, upcoming,

S

and recurrent problems in austere-environment

9

humanitarian support.

Work is being made available

10

through the Office of the Secretary of Defense for

11

use in Iraq by Ambassador Bremer's office.

12

And strong Angel I has already taken place on

13

the Big Island.

14

providing telecommunications and telemedicine so

15

that the troops would have access to medical

16

support. Here you see PV tarps that we can just

17

unfurl and roll up as we need to deploy them.

lS

use fuel cells and satellite communications, and

19

certainly this is an austere environment.

20

What we -- we're doing here is

We

And this is some of what's going on in Iraq

21

right now.

As you can see here, as quickly as the

22

United states and others are putting up

23

infrastructure, it's coming down.

24

by terrorists.

25

civilians to get to the copper wire that they can

This is not done

The goal here was for residents and
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sell in the black market for survival.
And this was just a scene.

2

Dr. Rasmussen

3

likes to say, the reason we're doing this is because

4

everyone deserves the best in civil and humanitarian

5

and military humanitarian activities.

6

because one of the things that Senator Inouye said

7

when we started discussing our Gateway Distributed

B

and Renewable Energy center and had the

9

groundbreaking in August of 2002 is that since

I show that

10

September 11th, this is no longer just an economic

11

development program for the State of Hawaii.

12

has now put us on the world arena.

This

The State of Hawaii will be able to

13
14

contribute significantly to national security

15

through energy security.

16

isolated grid here in Hawaii, we have an opportunity

17

to really be on the forefront of providing energy

1B

security for the nation.

19
20

And because we have an

And with that, I'd like to close my end of
the presentation.

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

MS. HOOVER:

Thank you.

If you need information, please feel free,

23

you can go to our web site, and a lot of the things

24

that Maria mentioned is also on our web site through

25

links.
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CHAIR TAVARES;

Thank you, Jacqui.

2

recess and reconfigure.

3

10-minute recess, Members.

4

until 11:00 o'clock.

We'll take a short

In fact we'll take a
So we'll be in recess

Recess.

(Gavel.)

10:48 a.m.

5

RECESS:

6

RECONVENE:

7

CHAIR TAVARES:

11:04 a.m.
(Gavel.)

The meeting please reconvene.

8

Thank you.

9

make a few more comments before we take public

10
11

At this time I'd like to have Jacqui

testimony on this item.
MS. HOOVER:

Okay.

Two things that I forgot to mention in

12

my presentation, one, I had shown you the slide on

13

the Infrasound Laboratory of Hawaii and what they're

14

able to do, we talked about with listening to

15

nuclear, seismic, and meteorological events.

16

the things that I've shared with Chairwoman Tavares

17

is the fact that we do have a lot of high technology

18

here in Hawaii.

19

the rest of the world.

20

with you the comment I made about deep sea to deep

21

space.

22

One of

We just don't often share that with
So I would like to share

Few people in the State of Hawaii recognize

23

that it was technology from here in Hawaii that

24

contributed greatly to NASA's review of what

25

happened with the Space Shuttle Columbia.
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Infrasound Laboratory of Hawaii was able to provide

2

audiotape wherein you could actually hear the space

3

shuttle breaking up as it went overhead, and the

4

observatories were able to provide film.

5

cameras that are going off 24/7, they were able to

6

provide film footage to NASA.

7

components that came from Hawaii to support that

8

investigation.

9

Those

So those were two key

And the other thing I wanted to mention is, I

10

mentioned the deep bathymetry there at NELHA.

11

Someone asked me during the break, well, why

12

couldn't they bottle this water anywhere else.

13

Typically you're not reaching depths of 1,000 feet

14

or more until you're 50 to 100 miles offshore.

15

Japan, for instance, suntory does bottle desalinated

16

seawater.

17

less than 700 feet, and they're going out over 30

18

miles through a 12-inch pipe to get that water.

19

those are two industries that really have

20

opportunity here in the State of Hawaii.

21

In

That seawater is coming from a depth of

So

The deep cold seawater cooling that I

22

mentioned that we use for our air conditioning at

23

NELHA, that technology has actually been transferred

24

to Cornell University.

25

out of their lake, cold water out of the lake, and

Cornell now pulls deep water
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1

they're able to air condition the entire campus

2

using technology that was developed here in Hawaii.
So I think one of the real challenges that

3

4

all of us have here in the State is to take the

5

innovations that we have in the industries we've

6

created here in Hawaii and mainstream them through

7

the global economy, including on the energy front.
And with that if there are any questions,

8
9

10

otherwise, thank you so much for the privilege and
pleasure to be here with you today.

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Any questions, Members?

Mr. Kane?

Thank you, Madam Chair.

13

And Ms. Hoover, thank you very much.

I

14

enjoyed your presentation back in December.

15

along with Member Tavares and I -- we enjoyed that

16

thoroughly.

I came

It was a great experience.

My questions have to do with the -- the

17
18

funding component, and I know you had a slide up

19

there showing, I guess, the Federal dollars that

20

were -- that were plugged into the development of

21

NELHA.

22

County of Maui -- County of Hawaii participate in

23

any funding towards -- towards the development of

24

NELHA?

25

MS. HOOVER:

Did the State also participate and did the

The State contributed through capital
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1

investment funds to put in the pipeline.

That

2

represents about 50 to $1 million of infrastructure,

3

the pipelines that are in.

4

55-inch pipelines going to depths of 2,000 and 3,000

5

feet.

We have 24, 40, and now

NELHA is currently receiving general funds in

6

7

the amount of $600,000 per annum.

We are going to

8

be cut entirely off of general funds from the state

9

as of June 1st, 2004.

Our goal is to become

10

self-sufficient and self-sustaining using the

11

revenues we generate through leasing lands to our

12

tenants and also through the percentage rents that

13

we get.

14

they give us 2 percent in returns over their net

15

revenues.

16

As companies become commercially viable,

And the royalties from these bottled water,

17

for instance, KOYo Corporation that I mentioned,

18

they started out in Phase I in November and December

19

producing 4,000 bottles of water per hour.

20

were away literally overnight, we left work at 4:00

21

o'clock one afternoon on a Friday and I had to go

22

back to work at 7:30 on saturday in the morning,

23

and when I got there they had poured a 75,000 square

24

foot concrete pad.

25

facility under roof for the additional processing of

While we

They now have the largest
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1

water.

They expect to be producing 25,000 bottles

2

of water per hour in about three weeks' time.
And how big is that industry?

3

This is

4

something in case Maui county does get involved/

5

InterPol is already investigating because there are

6

companies worldwide who are selling water that

7

apparently they just take to the spigot and pour

8

water into a bottle and they're selling it as deep

9

cold seawater from Hawaii.

10
11
12

So the International

Police are already investigating that.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

The Koyo USA project, that's

desalinated, not condensated water from -- from

13

MS. HOOVER:

That's desalinated from --

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

MS. HOOVER:

It's desalinated.

-- deep seawater.

The reason that it's

16

marketed so well is because of studies that have

17

shown that for every foot of depth that you go into

18

the ocean, you're looking at one year's worth of

19

time.

20

water.

21

is all about.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

MS. HOOVER:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

So this represents 2,000- and 3,000-year-old
To them it's very clean and that's what that

Pre-industrial age.

Right.
And then some.

I guess more

information on the royalty and the 2 percent back
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1

and your folks agreements that you have.

2

don't know if you recall, I was kind of asking these

3

questions --

4

MS. HOOVER:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And I

Right.
back at that other one.

Okay.

So

6

I'm just asking a little bit more on this.

Is this

7

money being plugged directly back into NELHA for

8

continued development and -- and operation and

9

maintenance of the -- of the facility site, or is a

10

portion of this somehow going back into a general

11

fund or some special fund that can help develop in

12

other places besides NELHA since the money is coming

13

from government, you know, funding?

14

MS. HOOVER:

Right.

If you look at Hawaii Revised

15

statutes, Chapter 2270 is what established NELHA,

16

and there is language in there that allows NELHA to

17

have a special fund.

18

had a ceiling on it wherein the legislature tells us

19

how much we can spend of it each year.

20

they've kept that at about $200,000.

21

The special fund to date has

And to date

What we're trying to do by providing

22

ourselves with self-sufficiency is get off the

23

general fund and just use our special fund.

24

effort we have talked to legislature and said you

25

can no longer raid the special fund, which is what's
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been happening.
When they see that money sitting there rather

2
3

than allowing NELHA to put it back into the

4

infrastructure and to the ongoing efforts be they in

5

energy or aquaculture, they've seen it as

6

language is such that they refer to it as excess

7

funds and they hold the money.

8

that we're working with legislature on.

and the

So that's something

And I should also clarify that the State put

9

10

in less than $1 million per annum.

11

$2 million in revenues per annum, no less than $2

12

million.

13

taxes, et cetera, we have confirmed that we are

14

putting back anywhere from 32 to $52 million per

15

year into the state budget.

And what are multipliers, the jobs, the

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

MS. HOOVER:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

CHAIR TAVARES:

20

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you very much.

Thank you.
I yield, Madam Chair.

Okay.

Mr. Mateo?

Thank you, Madam Chair.

by that presentation.

23

MS. HOOVER:

24

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

25

Okay.

Jacqui, first of all, I'm totally impressed

21
22

NELHA produces

Thank you.
It's absolutely incredible.

I think my

only disappointment was that you did not bring with
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1

you to share with us the abalone and the lobster and

2

the

3
4
5

you know.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

But--

We tried over there but they

never -VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

We tried.

I just wanted to follow up

6

on deep -- that desalinization process, yeah?

7

Because they're getting deep waters, would that

8

water, when it reaches top to go through that

9

process, is it more salty or is it less salty

10

or --

11

MS. HOOVER:

The by-product of desalinating deep seawater

12

is brine, it is salt, and they actually sell the sea

13

salt.

14

low in sodium chloride, so it's actually a much

15

healthier salt for you.

16

penny for the salt as well.

17

Sea salt unlike regular table salt is very

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

So they get quite a pretty

And -- and NELHA itself with its

18

opportunities for other business potentials, what is

19

-- what are you turning around economically, this

20

whole property?

21

from what you guys do that are assisting the

22

businesses that are benefiting from the research

23

ongoing?

24
25

MS. HOOVER:

How much monies are being generated

currently we produce $2 million.

And like I

was explaining previously, we're putting very little
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of that back into the infrastructure.

How the

2

tenants really benefit from being at NELHA is they

3

are able to go through -- go past a lot of the red

4

tape that ordinarily is involved in setting up a

5

business.
For instance, councilman Kane asked me about

6

7

what the county provides.

The county provides us

8

with support on approval and planning.

9

master planning permit in place.

We have a

We have our

10

environmental impact master -- environmental impact

11

statement in place.

12

in, they're able to establish themselves and work at

13

the speed of business versus the speed of

14

government.

So when a company wants to come

And I don't mean that to sound as negative as

15
16

it sounded just there, but in fact we all know that

17

going through the process of getting an EIS and

18

getting your approval and so forth can really slow

19

down.

20

our master EIS and our master planning and so forth,

21

they're able to establish themselves as quickly as

22

30 days.

23

So as long as they meet the requirements of

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

And that -- that company that is

24

using the deep cold seawaters for irrigation in

25

producing the grapes, is grapes the only crop that
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had been experimented with?
MS. HOOVER:

No.

We have corn, cotton, noni.

We actually

3

grow roses and orchids there.

On a coastal plain

4

you're not supposed to be able to do that.

5

quite beautiful and large flowers there.

We grow

I was telling some of the people in the

6
7

audience, we get strawberries that are huge.

8

They're the size of small potatoes because we're

9

able to trick the plants into believing that they're

10

going through seasons.

11

strawberries, except we can't get the WHEA kids to

12

leave them alone.

13

breaks.

14
15

16

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

And we would have brought

They eat them during their

Thank you.

I'm still very impressed.

Thank you very much.
MS. HOOVER:

Thank you.

And as I mentioned, any support

17

we can get from county of Maui to add that seat for

18

a representative from Maui county to the NELHA Board

19

of Directors would be most appreciated.

20

sure that I forward to Lance and you when that

21

hearing is going to come up at the legislature, but

22

we feel that's very important to have Maui County

23

and Kauai County be able to be a part of what we're

24

doing there.

25

CHAIR TAVARES:

That's great.

I will make

Yeah, thank you.
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questions?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:
Chair.

4

CHAIR TAVARES:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

7

Do you have the -- I'm sorry, Madam

Yes.
You have the bill number with you

already?
MS. HOOVER:

It actually went through as part of

8

Governor's administrative bill, so we will send that

9

information --

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

MS. HOOVER:

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

Great.

-- to you.
Thank you.

Yeah, if you'll keep us informed of that,

that would be great.
Mr. Carroll, no questions about the sea

15

16

horses?

I thought surely you would have a question

17

about that.

18

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

19

about it.

20

for me already.

21

you, Danny.

22

sorry I didn't get to see your operation when we

23

went to Hawaii the last time.

24
25

MS. HOOVER:

I don't really have questions

My questions that I did have Danny asked
That was very kind of him.

Thank

But I too am very impressed and I'm

Well, in August of 2004, we will have the

grand opening for the Renewable and Distributed
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1

Energy Resources Center, and it is our intent to

2

invite all of the County Council Members to

3

participate in that activity.

4

have this event, in order to support our tenants

5

what we do is we will pay retail price for the food

6

sources that they produce so that we can share what

7

we have there and simultaneously support the tenant

8

base.

And usually when we

When you fly over the Big Island to Kona

9

10

International, as you come into Kona International

11

you see our facility.

12

man-on-the-street thing while I'll grab a local

13

person on the plane and say, what do you think that

14

is down there.

15

ten they tell me, oh, that must be the wastewater

16

treatment plant.

Now I get that answer maybe three

17

times out of ten.

Now they all seem to know that

18

it's the Energy Lab and we produce food,

19

nutraceuticals, water, et cetera, and energy of

20

course.

21
22

And it used to be nine times out of

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

I look forward to being over

there.

23

MS. HOOVER:

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

And I like to do this

Thank you.
Okay.

So I'll ask the question.

they do with those sea horses?
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MS. HOOVER:

Sea horses are being used in a couple of

2

ways.

One of the big research projects that is

3

being used with sea horses is sea horses seem to

4

have great promise for being a key component in

5

healing various cancers, and so they're using it for

6

nutraceutical and pharmaceutical purposes.

7

there's a lot of ordering that comes in for sea

8

horses from China, so I'm guessing aphrodisiac is

9

the other.

10

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

And

Mr. Kane.

Thank you, Chair.

What kind of penetration, I guess, of the

12

13

products that are produced at NELHA are going into

14

the local economy on -- on Hawaii?

15

MS. HOOVER:

If you're eating Maine lobster in any of your

16

resorts, 99 percent chance they're coming from

17

NELHA.

18

questions on.

19

94 percent going overseas primarily to Asia and the

20

rest going to restaurants locally.

21

The abalone is the one that we get the
Right now the abalone is pretty much

The abalone, if you can picture a soft drink

22

six-pack, what they do with them is they put one

23

abalone about this size in each one of the

24

compartments, those six-pack compartments.

25

people come off Japan Airlines' flights, they come
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over to Big Island Abalone and place their orders to

2

take these back to Japan with them as omeyagi.

3

Those six-packs cost anywhere from 95 to $155,

4

depending on the quality of abalone they choose.

5

And they can't keep them in stock in the tank.

6

have to sell them all because of the prices.

They

Big Island Abalone is currently on ten acres.

7

8

They've recently signed a lease with us for an

9

additional 50 acres.

And they expect that within

10

three years, they'll be able to penetrate both the

11

local and mainland domestic markets.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Is there any role in the agreement

13

process when you folks renew agreements or expand

14

agreements to incorporate language that, I guess,

15

set some sort of minimal requirement of them putting

16

their products into the local market?

17

MS. HOOVER:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

MS. HOOVER:

I mean --

We are

Yeah.

and again, it's just a query.
We are in the process of putting that

20

into our new leases.

This growth that you see at

21

the Natural Energy Laboratory has really taken place

22

over the last six years.

23

there in 1998, that whole park area where I showed

24

you the Gateway Center, we now have Koyo and Enzamin

25

water up there at the Gateway Energy Center, Moana

For instance, when I got
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Technologies, which is doing pathogen-free

2

broodstock shrimp, Big Island Abalone.
When I got there in 1998, there was nothing

3

4

but raw lava up there.

5

starting just in the last six months -- or excuse

6

me, six years.

7

stage where we can start putting some curfews as you

8

would call it on our tenants.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10

CHAIR TAVARES:

11

MS. HOOVER:

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

So this really has been

So we are now at that adolescent

Yeah, great.

Thank you very much.

Great.

Thank you.
Thank you, Chair.

Thank you.

Any further questions for

14

Jacqui?

If not, thank you so much for being here.

15

And we've tried to schedule her several other times,

16

but she is just a busy lady as you can imagine.

17

we look forward to the -- the opening of -- of the

18

Gateway there.

And

if you haven't seen the

19

And if anybody

20

laboratory itself and

21

if you are on the Big Island and have an opportunity

22

to go down there and look at it, it

23

fantastic what they've been able to do down there.

24

And I think it's through -- through Jacqui's efforts

25

to the lot of growth that's occurred in the past six

and the properties there,

it is
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1

years since she got there.

2

she's there and I'm sure DBEDT's happy that she's

3

there.

4

So we're happy that

5

ITEM NO. 6(3): RENEWABLE AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY (STATE OF
HAWAII RENEWABLE AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY PROGRAMS)
(C.C. No. 03-126)

6

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Members, we're going to go on to

7

our -- our last item.

By the way, Members, we have

8

no testimony for this particular item.
The first item EED-6(3) , the Renewable and

9

10

Alternative Energy, we are going to defer that with

11

no objection.

12

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (Excused: GRH).

14
15

No objections.

ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

16

ITEM NO. 6(4): RENEWABLE AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY (NATURAL
ENERGY LABORATORY OF HAWAII AUTHORITY
(C.C. No. 03-126)

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

18

And on this EED-6, I would like to file

this item.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

CHAIR TAVARES:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

23

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

item.

Number 4?

Number 4.

Yeah, 6(4).

So moved.

Okay.
Second.

Second.

Moved and seconded to file this

Any discussion?

Yes, Mr. --
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

CHAIR TAVARES:

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah, one --

-- Kane?
-- brief comment before we file,

4

Madam Chair.

I want to first thank you for having

5

this presentation brought forward.
You know, I

6

I think that there must be a

7

lot of people here in the county are thinking, well,

8

if Keahole Kona was the ideal place for something

9

like this, where does Maui County fall in -- in the

10

idealism or something that would come here.

11

looking at it when we were there

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And in

Uh-huh.
in December, probably the most

14

ideal place for using the deep water look to be

15

Kaupo

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

Yeah.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

because of, you know, again the

18

proximity of how fast it drops off in -- in -- in

19

depth.

20

international airport or any type of infrastructure

21

out there that would accommodate such a -- such an

22

idea.

23

pretty much surrounded by a shallow shelf as well.

And -- and so obviously, we don't have an

And as we know, the rest of Maui County is

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

Right.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

But that doesn't stop us from still
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1

looking at and through the information that we'll

2

get from Ms. Hoover sent over to us regarding

3

legislation to get a Maui County representative as

4

well as a Kauai County, I think that's going to help

5

us have a better feel for what opportunities we may

6

have in these particular fields that are being

7

explored through the NELHA experience over on the

8

Big Island.

9
10

CHAIR TAVARES:

So I just want to kind of --

Uh-huh.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

share that with the public that

11

right now we don't have something that's ideal as

12

Keahole Kona, and if we did I'm sure it would have

13

been something on the map a lot sooner.

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

17
18

Right.
Thank you.

Yeah, thank you for those comments,

Mr. Kane.
And our filing of the -- of the item just

19

closes out this portion of it, but it's still under,

20

you know, EED-6, the -- the umbrella item.

21

things come forward if we're going to go in any

22

particular direction, that we will

23

back before the Committee.

24

of the topic.

25

presentation, more or less.

And as

it would come

So this is not the end

It's just the end of this
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So any further discussion?

1

in favor of filing Item EED-6(4) say "aye."

2

3

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

4

CHAIR TAVARES:

5

VOTE:

Aye.
Opposed?

AYES:

Councilmembers Carroll, Kane,
Vice-Chair Mateo, and chair
Tavares.
None.
Councilmember Hokama.
None.
None.

6

7
8

If not, all those

NOES:
EXC. :
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:

9

MOTION CARRIED.

10

ACTION:

FILING of correspondence.

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Motion is carried.

Item is filed.

12

ITEM NO. 5(2): COUNTY OF MAUl ENERGY PROGRAMS (MODEL
ENERGY CODE) (C.C. No. 03-125)

13
14

CHAIR TAVARES:

At this time, Members, we're going to go

15

into EED-5(2) , which is the County of Maui Energy

16

Programs, the Model Energy Code.

17

we have some members who have -- members of the

18

public who wish to testify.

19

Hugh stott, if you would come forward, and he will

20

be followed by Bradley Albert.

21
MR. STOTT:

23

MR. WIIG:

25

Our first testifier is

••• BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY •••

22

24

And for this one

Oh, wow, I got little gifts up here.
I thought I'd be the first one up there.

(Inaudible.)
MR. STOTT:

My name is Hugh stott.

I live up in Haiku.
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1

just wanted to briefly mention a couple of things

2

that may have some bearing on the decisions you make ,

3

administratively with these renewable resources and

4

energies and so forth.

5

I've just finished building a house that is

6

steel and cement with bamboo trim, so it's what

7

would be called an environmentally-friendly house.

8

I have solar hot water, which is a very good system

9

and very easy to do with the state rebates and tax

10

things, and I also have photovoltaic.

11

called net metering, that is I turn my meter

12

backwards.

13

I'm what's

I don't store any power and batteries.

What was disturbing to me is going through

14

the process of this building was that when MECO came

15

out to do their inspection, they go, oh, this is

16

great, you're the ninth person on Maui to go to net

17

metering.

18

mistake, there must be a lot more people doing this

19

because it -- it makes good sense.

20

doesn't unless you're personally motivated.

21

very little in the way of incentives in order to go

22

to these renewable resources.

23

And I thought, no, that must be a

But it really
There's

At the Federal level, obviously with the

24

administration's moment you get zero.

At the state

25

level, you can get up to a maximum of 1,750 tax
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1

rebate.

And on the county level, there really --

2

there really isn't anything to incentivise people

3

like myself to -- to go ahead with these types of

4

energies.
I -- I believe that Maui and as evidenced by

5
6

that previous

Jacqui's presentation that -- and

7

what everyone is feeling is where it really had an

8

interesting point that we can choose to go ahead on

9

these sorts of things or not, and I would hope that

10

we do choose to go ahead because we're quite

11

uniquely situated here for all of these types of

12

energies and technologies.
So I would just encourage the county to do

13
14

anything at all possible because there's very little

15

done right now, almost zero, to try and make it

16

easier for people like myself as a homeowner to go

17

ahead and -- and utilize these resources or these

18

these natural resources and renewable resources.

19

Now I'm not exactly sure what that should

20

look and feel like.

You could look at incentives on

21

a -- on a county tax level for people that are doing

22

it.

23

meeting certain criteria in their building would be

24

useful as well because as we all know it takes a

25

long time to get your permits through.

Easing the planning process for people that are

Permit fees
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1

are very high, so a reduction.

2

all you could do, except I would encourage you to

3

try and get us above the nine places as doing that

4

metering.

5
6

CHAIR TAVARES:
testifier?

9
10

Any questions for the

Thank you very much, Scott -- or Hugh.

Our next speaker is Bradley Albert, and he

7

S

Thank you.

I don't know what

will be followed by Matias Bessaso.
MR. ALBERT:

So I was at the last meeting and gave it some

thought --

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

12

MR. ALBERT:

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

MR. ALBERT:

Would you state your name --

Oh
for the record, please.
sorry.

Brad Albert and I'm with Rising

15

Sun Solar, and I sell and install solar electric and

16

solar hot water systems.
And anyway, I was at the last meeting when we

17

lS

discussed the -- the Model Energy Code and what it

19

should look like for Maui County.

20

downloaded some information from the Marin County

21

site.

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

23

MR. ALBERT:

And I just

Uh-huh.

It's not necessarily the only source by any

24

means, but it is another county and what they're

25

doing to encourage renewable energy.

And without
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1

going into detail, there's copies for all the

2

Council Members.
And since Friday I also came up and I've

3

4

submitted a copy of this as well and Jacqui

5

mentioned it in her presentation, but LEED,

6

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, this

7

seems to me to be the most comprehensive and up to

S

date model for what Maui could at least suggest and

9

sort of have available on their web site for people

10

that are looking to build a home.

Because like Hugh

11

mentioned, not only isn't there much incentive, but

12

there's not much education for homeowners --

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

Uh-huh.

14

MR. ALBERT:

provided by the county on how to build

15

their home the right way.

16

presenting this as a suggestion for the Committee to

17

look at when they take into account what they want

IS

to do.

19

CHAIR TAVARES:

20

MR. ALBERT:

Okay.

So I'm sort of just

Thank you.

And to kind of touch some things that

21

happened at the last meeting, Kal Kobayashi said

22

that the code is in place to stop bad projects, but

23

I would say that that wouldn't be the best way to

24

describe it.

25

for safety.

I think initially the code is in place
You don't want to have a -- a building
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that's unsafe.
But when we talk about Model Energy Code,

2
3

we're going beyond that and we're trying to create

4

some direction and some consciousness and we're

5

trying to provide function and purpose in the

6

buildings we build so that they work, you know, in

7

harmony with our natural resources.
So just sort of repeating what other people

8
9

have said already, you know, we're -- we have a lot

10

of sun, we have wind, we have our climate, and it

11

seems to me like we're building mainland homes in

12

Hawaii, you know.

13

from the mainland, including myself, and they're

14

building homes that don't have -- they're not

15

working in harmony with their natural resources.

16

I think what the code should do is direct people to

17

build homes that are going to operate and function

18

well in this environment.

A lot of people here are coming

And the other thing, I think, that the code

19

20

and the Council has a responsibility for is, you

21

know, if we were living hundreds of years ago,

22

you're the -- you're the leaders, you know, and

23

MR. TAGUCHI:

24

MR. ALBERT:

25

Three minutes.
and, you know, it's -- it's malama ka

aina, you know, we need to take care of the land,
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and malama ke kai, we need to take care of the

2

ocean, and this is our responsibility.

3

should provide for that.

So the code

And my partner Matias is going to get up and

4
5

elaborate on some of these things.

But my

6

suggestion is educate, incentivise people to do it

7

the right way, and then on some level maybe require

8

and enforce the code.

9

requirements.

You can make certain

10

So again, this LEED document is very up to

11

date and I think might be a better model for what

12

you're looking to achieve.

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

MR. ALBERT:

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

16

Okay.

will you leave that with us?

Yeah, I gave you a copy.
Oh, okay.

Because I have a copy of your

-- your other one.

17

MR. ALBERT:

Yeah, that's the Marin code, yeah.

18

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

We'll make sure that we

19

have copies available for all the Members.

20

you very much.

21

MR. ALBERT:

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

23
24
25

All right.

Thank

Thank you.

Any questions for Brad?

No?

If not,

okay.
If there's anyone else who wishes to testify,
please come up and sign up.
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MR. BESSASO:

Hello.

My name is Matias Bessaso.

I grew

2

up in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and I've been living

3

on Maui for the last 11 years.

4

apprenticeship.

5

I've been doing electrical contracting for the last

6

6 years on Maui.

7

I did my

I'm an electrician by trade, and

And basically just to recap and go into

8

little bit more detail about what Brad was talking

9

about, the first point he mentioned was education.

10

And we need to educate the public generally on the

11

threat and the damage that the building industry has

12

brought to our land and our oceans and our

13

environment throughout these years and create a

14

conscious -- consciousness of what we could do to

15

change that.

16

We could definitely move forward and do some

17

conscious building examples where we look at site

18

impact and orientation, positive ventilation,

19

natural light usage, efficiency, and either use of

20

log or local materials, renewables, all towards

21

sustainability as well.

22

can educate the general public on.

23

So that's something that we

We can do this through informational

24

booklets, training programs, workshops.

The utility

25

has literature that informs the public on this.
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also, you know, tap like what we're doing right now

2

in the industry professionals to give feedback to

3

the Council Members and the county as far as what

4

goes on in the field and what people are

5

experiencing and looking for.

6

As far as incentivise, you know, there's tax

7

credits in the industrial -- in the commercial

8

applications.

9

provides a 10 percent tax credit.

The Federal has stepped in and
The state does

10

the same with the 35 percent tax credit.

11

there's also a depreciation schedule that

12

indifference with other applications goes through a

13

5 year or 6 year rather than 20.

14

And

As Hugh has mentioned, the residential cap

15

for the state tax credit is 1,750, which in the

16

solar hot water systems makes a lot of sense.

17

in photovoltaic, it seems kind of low, it's less

18

than 10 percent of the cost of a typical system.

19

There's also energy funds not in Hawaii but in the

20

mainland.

21

money being put in to resident research and

22

development by the public utilities.

But

There's buy-down programs and there's

23

Subsidize financing, zero percent financing

24

for renewables, low interest loans for renewables,

25

those are all things that are -- when we're trying
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1

to sell systems and talk to people about it, they're

2

well, they're asking about financing, you know.

3

No one wants to spend a big chunk of money even

4

though it might pay back in 6 years for commercial,

5

maybe 15 years for residential.

6

for financing.

7

that arena as well.

People are looking

So we're trying to look for help on

8

As far as the requirements and the

9

suggestions, there are certain things that to my

10

opinion should be required, you know, proper

11

ventilation, things like Kal was mentioning last

12

week about climate control in -- in commercial

13

buildings.

14

and doors are being left open, and there's several

15

very simple examples that we can refer to.

16

You know, we're using air conditioning

And as far as suggestions, you know, like

17

Brad said, this LEED manual is very comprehensive

18

and it touches pretty much every construction aspect

19

from the very beginning, site planning, until the

20

very, you know, end of the project.

21

And lastly, the enforcement, you know, the

22

importance of this code is just as high as the

23

enforcement of this code.

24

putting together a code that is conscious if we

25

can't enforce it.

There's no point in

So I also know by my experience,
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1

and Greg is sitting right there, we know that

2

counties are shorthanded and there's only so much

3

MR. TAGUCHI:

Three minutes.

4

MR. BESSASO:

-- we can do.

But with a comprehensive

5

approach to this, we can find most of the problems

6

in the planning stage of things and --

7

CHAIR TAVARES:

8

MR. BESSASO:

9

Uh-huh.
-- you know, maybe -- maybe give top of this

tax privileges to people with

that comply with

10

this requirements.

11

great opportunity for the public and for people to

12

express their feelings about this issue in

13

particular.

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Any question for Matias?

this, so do come back again.

17

MR. BESSASO:

18

CHAIR TAVARES:

19

MR. BESSASO:

20
21

Thank you for your time.

We will be having further discussions on

15

16

Like I said, I think this is a

We'll be glad to give you feedback.
Thank you.
You're welcome •
••• END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY •••

CHAIR TAVARES:

Anyone else wish to testify?

If not,

22

we'll be closing this part of the public testimony

23

with no objection.

24

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

25

CHAIR TAVARES:

No objections.
All right.

At this time I would like to
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have Mr. Howard Wiig from the Department of

2

Business, Economic Development, and Tourism, state

3

of Hawaii, come forward.

4

some thoughts to share with us, and then we will be

5

-- I'm asking him to join us at the front as a

6

resource person.

7

And he has some words,

And before he starts, I'd also like to

8

recognize Ralph Nagamine from our Public Works

9

Department and also Greg Nakao.

10

MR. WIIG:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

I

this is a

11

distinct honor for me to be here.

As certainly

12

councilman Carroll knows, this is an issue that's

13

been near and dear to our hearts for many, many,

14

many, many years.

15

And just to start off with a overview of the

16

-- of an energy code, one of the previous speakers,

17

Mr. Goode, asked about the cost effectiveness of it,

18

of codes, energy codes.

19

recently when Honolulu beefed up its energy code was

20

the cost -- the administrative cost of getting it

21

through, and that was basically some of my salary,

22

some of the salary of the -- our consultant who's

23

one of the top energy code consultants in the world,

24

and the cost benefit ratio there was about 157:1.

25

For every dollar we spent administratively over a

One calculation that I did
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20-year period of energy savings, it's going to pay

2

157 times.

3

Maybe more to the point is the added or

4

premium cost on building that comes from conforming

5

to an energy code.

6

calculations together, the commercial cost of

7

electricity was 10 cents, residential cost, 12

8

cents, and the average payback time then in a

9

building was about 2 1/2 years.

When we first put the

And I think Maui

10

Electric would agree with me that, especially on

11

this county, those figures are rather low.

12

think we could say that the payback time in premium

13

cost will be less than 2 years in -- in the County

14

of Maui.

15

So I

Now first, just a real easy overview of what

16

an energy code is a little demonstration.

We'll see

17

who gets nervous first.

18

before the meeting, and there were several nervous

19

people in -- in the audience already.

20

sock there is an incandescent bulb.

21

know the Latin word for fire?

22

you do with an incandescent bulb is you string a

23

little wire in a vacuum and push a whole lot of

24

electricity through it such that it gets so hot that

25

it glows with heat, hence the term incandescent

I was testing this out

Under that
Does anybody

Incandescere.
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2

bulb.
Do we have an alternative?

Yes.

The compact

3

fluorescent bulb screws right into the incandescent

4

socket and produces four times as much light per

5

watt as does the incandescent bulb.

6

see the Chair getting a little nervous already here.

7

Why don't we use these exclusively then, especially

8

with Maui's high electricity costs?

9

builders, at least on Oahu, have three prime

10

concerns.

11

lowest first cost.

12

Why don't

I

Developers,

Lowest first cost, lowest first cost, and

Incandescent bulb cost about 50 cents.

This

13

cost maybe $12.

14

for you.

15

period, the cost of running incandescent bulbs would

16

be 130 -- about $160.

17

about $40.

18

spend a little bit extra in the beginning and save

19

energy down the road.

20

energy code does.

21

I could run the economic numbers

Especially on Maui over a 10,OOO-hour

The cost of this would be

It just makes all kinds of sense to

And that's exactly what an

I know that the builders here on Maui are

22

very, very, very exceptional, or at least most of

23

them are.

24

homes under construction in Makena right next to

25

Clint Eastwood's home about a year ago, and I looked

However, I was at one of the millionaires
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up into the ceiling because it was still exposed and

2

there was no inSUlation up there, one of the hotter

3

areas of Maui.

4

necessary.

So that is exactly why a code is

I should break out this code and do

5
6

commercial and residential sectors.

7

majority of the code concerns commercial buildings.

8

Basically your building envelope, your wall, your

9

windows, your roof need to shield against the

10

buildup or the penetration of the sun's heat.

11

within the building your lighting needs to be

12

efficient, your air conditioning needs to be

13

efficient.

14

it's just about that simple.

15

counties we passed the commercial portion with very,

16

very, very little controversy, and the enforcement

17

has been very, very simple also.

18

The vast

Then

When you -- when all is said and done,
And in the other

I think what you people here are more

19

interested in is the residential portion of the

20

code, and this we pushed through in Honolulu just a

21

little over 2 years ago.

22

portion does is require R19 or equivalent in the

23

roof.

24
25

And all the residential

And the equivalent portion is very, very
important because, your Maui builders may be the
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exception, but over there we got a lot of concern

2

about added cost.

3

to putting fiberglass or whatever up in the roof.

4

we came up with a code that is unique in the nation,

5

probably unique in the entire world, and we said R19

6

or equivalent.

They didn't want the added cost
So

7

And one of -- we gave five options for

8

achieving that equivalency in the roof, one of which

9

was radiant barrier.

This is one type of radiant

10

barrier called the bubble wrap type.

11

conventional radiant barrier.

12

string or drape these under the rafters right under

13

the roof deck.

14

back up.

15

the attic must be well-ventilated, must have eave

16

vents and it must have ridge vents or gable vents.

It reflects the heat from the sun

And then another component of the code is

or can she --

19

CHAIR TAVARES:

20

MR. WIIG:

21

And what you do is

Is Madam Chair getting extremely nervous yet

17
18

This is a more

now.

Yeah.

I don't see smoke yet.

It's smoking.

Okay.

I can't get the sock off

The sock is pretty well decimated.

22

What you're doing with inefficient equipment,

23

best exemplified by the incandescent lamp, is you're

24

adding not just inefficiency, but generally you're

25

adding heat into a building.

A hundred watt
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incandescent lamp produces about as much heat as one

2

of our human bodies.

3

98.6 degrees.

4

that's 98.6 degrees.

And as you know, we radiate at

We don't want to be in an environment

The less -- generally speaking, the less

5
6

efficient the equipment, the more heat it generates.

7

As you know we air condition 12 months a year.

8

just makes plain sense to have cool efficient

9

equipment in your buildings in Maui.

10

It

Incidentally, every time you add an

11

unnecessary watt of lighting or, let's say, 3 watts

12

of lighting energy in a building, another watt of

13

air conditioning energy is needed to remove that

14

heat.

15

that brings the payback time of something like the

16

compact fluorescent down some more.

So there -- there's your added benefit.

And

But to return to the roof assembly, the

17
18

radiant barriers need ventilation because the heat

19

is reflected back up.

20

a gable vent or a ridge vent.

21

coming in the bottom part of the roof and exhausting

22

in the top part of the roof based on the fact that

23

heat rises.

So you have cool air

How do you allow a lot of air into the eave

24
25

So we require eave vents and

area?

Very expensive.

You don't want to do what's
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called the pigeon holes or bird holes under the

2

eave.

3

in between the roof studs and it allows a lot of

4

cool air in in the eave.

5

builder, 99 cents per unit.

6

economics that we had to get down to -- in order to

7

pass the Honolulu code.

8

9

You put this in.

This is sized to go exactly

The cost to a Honolulu
It was this type of

Also -- oops, where did my TechShield go.
Oh, okay.

What we had to do in the Honolulu code

10

was specify that the radiant barrier may be attached

11

to the roof deck, and that was specifically this

12

product that was in mind.

13

TechShield.

14

This is called

This is your roof deck here.

The radiant barrier is by the factory just

15

glued onto the underside, and this adds less than 10

16

cents per square foot to the roof.

17

fact the distributor is doing so well, that he's not

18

adding any cost at all now to do that.

19

dollar and cents level that we had to get to in

20

Honolulu in order to pass the residential code.

21

As a matter of

That was the

Now on -- here on Maui, I've heard you may

22

want to go beyond the code.

Oh -- and there has

23

been in terms of compliance, one of the testifiers

24

was talking about compliance, we have found the

25

Honolulu Building Division to be very, very, very
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assiduous in enforcing this code.

2

there's any problems I -- I get the calls and I have

3

to deal with it.

4

very, very few calls on this.

5

relatively easy to -- to solve.

6

I know because if

Generally speaking we've gotten
The problems are

And we've been here over the years and

7

addressed Mr. Nagamine's staff in training them to

8

comply with the code, what -- what to look for, what

9

to look for in the plans, what to look for in

10

inspection and so forth.

11

rocket science.

12

just -- there's been no added expense and it's

13

know that the compliance rate is very, very high.

14

So that completes my conventional energy code

15

presentation.

16

And it is -- it's not

It's rather easy to enforce.

we

What I'd like to address since you people

17

seem ready to leapfrog over Honolulu now is the

18

beyond code issues.

19

for wall insulation.

20

for windows in residences yet.

21

We

We don't have any requirement
We don't have any requirement

I just met with one of the top builders in

22

Honolulu, Gentry Builders, and he is now putting

23

into all of his homes, and these -- and these are

24

mid-level pricing homes, what are called low-e dual

25

pane windows.

Low-e stands for low emissivity.
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Emissivity refers to the penetration of heat through

2

a surface.
For instance, the code calls for an

3

4

emissivity of no more than .05 through a radiant

5

barrier.

6

sun's heat shall penetrate through.

7

low-emissivity windows, allow as little as .2

8

penetration and generally around .3.

9

about 70 percent of the sun's heat that hits the

That means no more than 5 percent of the
Low-e windows,

That means

10

window is going to be reflected back.

11

windows do not look tinted at all.

12

have a clear view through them.

13

And the low-e

They -- they

The argument against them until very recently

14

was that they were just too expensive for Hawaii

15

because of shipping costs.

16

now able to bring down the low-e windows in Matson

17

container loads, and that lowers the shipping cost

18

very, very dramatically so that the cost of a low-e

19

window is only 15 percent more than a single-pane

20

window.

21

percent of the sun's heat through.

22

something to look for.

23

However, this builder is

And a single-pane window admits about 90
So this is

The same builder also voluntarily puts R-11

24

in the walls now because he is air conditioning all

25

of his homes and he knows that you need a tight
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home.

And so you might look at that as a beyond

2

code, beyond the Honolulu type code measure.
And another revision to the code that we just

3

4

passed was a requirement of what's called high EER,

5

EER is energy efficiency ratio, air conditioners in

6

residential homes.

7

going in now through a home central AC is 10.

8

higher the number, the higher the efficiency, the

9

more miles per gallon, if you will.

The typical air conditioner
The

We have now a

10

law that requires 12 EER and in some cases even a 16

11

EER.

12

at.

13

That's something else to look for or to look

My caution in going beyond the code that

14

you're looking at right now is that it may stir up

15

controversy and it may cause -- take a lot of time.

16

A possible alternative path is just to adopt the

17

code that you have on the books or on -- you're

18

looking at right now quickly and then look at beyond

19

code measures after that.

20
21
22

So I think that concludes my testimony.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

If you'll join us down

here, Howard --

23

MR. WIIG:

Yeah, okay.

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

MR. WIIG:

over here.

Sure.
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CHAIR TAVARES:

If I remember, the audience has a

2

question.

3

the Council Members, we can hear the question.

4

Thank you.

5

If you could just pass the note to one of

Okay.

6

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

7

Your

8

MR. WIIG:

9

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

10
11
12

Members, questions?

Mr. Mateo.

Thank you, Madam Chair.
your closing few words

Uh-huh.
-- was that existing code could cause

controversy.
MR. WIIG:

No.

Anything going beyond the existing code

would cause -- might cause controversy.

13

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

14

MR. WIIG:

Why might it cause controversy?

Because it would raise costs.

And again,

15

builders look at lowest first cost, lowest first

16

cost, the lowest first cost.

17

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

18

Oahu

19

MR. WIIG:

20

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

So since the code has been in place on

Uh-huh.
-- has there been or would you know

21

what that additional cost would factor in on -- on a

22

-- on an average home?

23

MR. WIIG:

Yeah.

We -- we looked at this extensively.

I

24

-- I should say that as we were going through the

25

code adoption process, that I had many meetings with
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individual council people and with the developers

2

themselves because this was a very touchy issue, if

3

you will.

4

to a home would be maximum $500, and in fact in the

5

real world it's turning out to be more in the order

6

of 2- to $300.

7

minimum, say, $220,000 and often a lot more than

8

that.

9

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

10

CHAIR TAVARES:

11

portion?

And we concluded that the additional cost

Uh-huh.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Is this just for the radiant barrier

12

MR. WIIG:

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

And this is for a home that's

Yes, that's correct.
The roof.
Thank you.

Mr. Kane?
Yeah, I'm just trying to correlate

that with what we have in front of us today.

18

MR. WIIG:

Uh-huh.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

What you're talking about as far as

20

the savings, that correlates with what

21

proposal we have in front of us as far as our

22

updated code?

23
24
25

MR. WIIG:

That -- that's correct, yeah.

what

We're -- we're

talking strictly about the residential portion now.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yes.
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MR. WIIG:

The huge majority of that is commercial

2

buildings.

It's just the last couple of pages is

3

residential.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

6

7
8

9

Yeah.

Thank you.

So why do we hear that it cost $5,000 to

put this radiant barrier thing on -- on a roof?
MR. WIIG:

I would say that the -- somebody hasn't done

their homework adequately.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Uh-huh, okay.

Could you explain the

10

when you talked about the radiant barrier, you said

11

the one attaches to the roof deck, is that on the

12

exterior of the roof deck?

13

MR. WIIG:

No, it's on the bottom of the roof deck.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

16

MR. WIIG:

Underneath.

Bottom of the roof deck, okay.

The roof deck goes like this.

The sun's heat

17

penetrates this way, and it hits the radiant barrier

18

on the bottom and then re-radiates back up through

19

the roof deck.

20

under that which is removing that heat.

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

okay.

But you do have a source of cool air

Thank you.

Has there been any

22

studies or guesstimates as to when people are

23

putting photovoltaic arrays on the roof and now the

24

sun is being used or the -- that sun energy is being

25

used elsewhere displacing what would ordinarily hit
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2
3

4

the roof and penetrate?
MR. WIIG:

You mean the photovoltaic as a -- an additional

insulation material?
CHAIR TAVARES:

No.

Just that, you know, we're seeing now

5

or some pictures earlier where the photovoltaic

6

array on roofs takes up quite a bit of -- of square

7

footage.

8

MR. WIIG:

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

10

that has

11

impact that that has on reducing the -- the radiant

12

heat coming in through the roof.

13

MR. WIIG:

Uh-huh.
And that's what I'm -- I'm wondering, if
if there have been any studies as to the

No, but it -- it -- there hasn't been, unless

14

Ms. Tome has pursued one of her passions and done

15

it.

16

shades the roof, so you're obliterating the effect

17

of the sun on that area that has the --

No, she hasn't.

18

CHAIR TAVARES:

19

MR. WIIG:

20

CHAIR TAVARES:

21

MR. WIIG:

What it does is it

Uh-huh.

-- photovoltaic array.
Okay.

Thank you.

And that pretty well gets you down to zero

22

solar penetration.

23

benefit to putting that on your roof.

24
25

it

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

So that -- that's an added

Thank you for that.

Any other

questions?
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1

2

familiar with our proceedings, the questions only

3

come from the Council Members at this point.

4

there's something that you really want to bring up,

5

just pass a note to one of the Council Members.

6

MR. ALBERT:

7

CHAIR TAVARES:

8

9

(Inaudible.)
No, you can't discuss it from there.

sorry, yeah.
MR. WIIG:

So if

I'm

Let -- let him know.

Something I failed to mention was that we --

10

when we passed the statewide code back in 1994, our

11

estimates were that over a 20-year period

12

electricity cost would be reduced by $240 million

13

over a 20-year period.

14

a follow-on study to see how accurate that

15

projection was, and it turns out that we were right

16

on the money.

A couple of years ago we did

And then we did an additional study when

17

18

Honolulu passed this more stricter code, and the

19

estimates were that the commercial portion would

20

save an additional $40 million just in Honolulu

21

County over 20 years and the residential code would

22

save $35 million over 20 years.

23

very, very little upfront cost.

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

MR. WIIG:

Again it's very,

okay.

So the -- for one thing, it -- it reduces the
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all-over demand for energy so that the utilities can

2

postpone their need for new power plants down the

3

road.

4

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Have you seen the cost of the --

5

like the compact fluorescents going down because

6

more people are using it?

7

this whole thing, supply and demand business.

S
9

MR. WIIG:

I mean, what -- you know,

Good -- good, very good question.

want to burden my testimony too much.

I didn't
Just to give

10

an example, in the commercial lighting field when we

11

first passed the commercial code, it in essence

12

required electronic ballast and T-S lamps as a more

13

-- much more efficient version of fluorescent

14

lighting.

15

about $24, a T-S lamp cost maybe $5.

At that time an electronic ballast cost

Because we and a whole host of mainland

16

17

states passed these codes at about the same time,

lS

the demand went way, way, way up, and now an

19

electronic ballast and a T-S lamp cost virtually the

20

same as the older inefficient version.

21

is happening with the compact fluorescent lamps.

22

Their cost 10 years ago was around 25 to $27.

23

they're down in the 7 to $12 range.

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

MR. WIIG:

Uh-huh.

And the same

Thank you.

It's -- it's supply and demand and mass
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production.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Right.

Every now and then at some stores

you can find them for 4 and $5 --

4

MR. WIIG:

5

CHAIR TAVARES: -- a piece.

6

MR. WIIG:

7

CHAIR TAVARES:

8

MR. WIIG:

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

10
11

Yeah, on

on sale, yeah.

Yeah.

And they should keep coming down even further.
Okay.

the Members?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12
13

Uh-huh.

Great.

Any other questions from

Mr. Kane?
Thank you, Madam Chair.

Thanks for your -- your opening comments and
your -- your presentation.

14

MR. WIIG:

Uh-huh.

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I -- I -- I'm trying to, I guess,

16

find out what it would take for us either as a

17

county or even statewide to

18

completely prohibit the use of these inefficient

19

light bulbs, as an example, since you used that as

20

your -- your

21

MR. WIIG:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23
24
25

to phase out and

Uh-huh.
-- presentation.

What kind of

discussion, if any, have you folks gone into that?
And Madam Chair, I don't want to stray too
far from what we have in front of us, so please -RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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CHAIR TAVARES:

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

Uh-huh.
you know, rope me in if I'm going

too far out there.
Any comments on that as far as the

4
5

discussions that's taking place to even go as far as

6

prohibiting over a phase period of time?

7

MR. WIIG:

I would say prohibiting would raise a great

8

deal of controversy, but a way to transform the

9

market would be through extensive education

10

beginning in the hardware stores.

Most people buy

11

their lamps in hardware stores or in -- in the big

12

buck stores.

13

lighting person, it's like sometimes going back to

14

1972, they still have only the incandescents and

15

only the old fashion fluorescents.

And if you go into them, for me as a

16

If they were strongly encouraged to promote

17

the energy-efficient bulbs with little graphs that

18

showed how much the people could save, then I think

19

that would help transform the market very

20

dramatically because people simply don't know about

21

it.

22

everybody knows about this, but they don't.

23

especially the young homeowners who are just

24

starting a family.

25

this thing here, and we go into an explanation.

We -- we do trade shows a lot and we think that
They--

They say, wow, what -- what is
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Because here in Maui County from our

2

-- from our Water Department, they have

3

conservation practices, we -- we give out low-flow

4

shower heads

5

MR. WIIG:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

Uh-huh.
-- or low-flow faucets or low flow

for -- for outside water use --

8

MR. WIIG:

Uh-huh.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

-- obviously a subsidy that the

10

government is giving, you know, to -- to people

11

to --

12

MR. WIIG:

Yeah.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

MR. WIIG:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

-- to make the change.

Uh-huh.
Is that a similar approach that we

16

should consider in -- in doing in electrical, you

17

know, in lighting?

18

MR. WIIG:

That very well could be a utility initiative,

19

and I certainly can't speak for MECO.

But Kauai

20

Electric, which is a separate utility, they had a

21

program for a long time of actually giving away the

22

compact fluorescent lamps to residential homeowners,

23

and they experienced a substantial drop in their

24

demand for electricity.

25

utility function.

So that would be a natural
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

CHAIR TAVARES:

3

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

4

CHAIR TAVARES:

5

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Interesting.

Okay.

Thank you.

Any other questions?

Madam Chair?

Yes.
Well, you know, I don't even know if,

6

you know, Mr. Wiig is the appropriate person to ask

7

the question of.

8

will ask them anyhow.

9
10

MR. WIIG:

However, as our resource person I

Sure.

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

With the reduction of electrical costs,

11

yeah, the utility company has to make up the loss.

12

Where is -- where does that cost get applied to?

13

MR. WIIG:

I -- maybe the utility people would like to

14

elaborate on this, but we are in a growth economy,

15

and as the economy grows the demand for electricity

16

goes up.

17

and projecting the demand.

18

they see the demand going up over a period of years,

19

they say, oops, at this point, we're going to have

20

to have a new power plant to meet this increased

21

demand.

22

plants are very, very, very expensive these days.

23

And then once they're built, you have to maintain

24

them by bringing in additional fuel and with

25

additional workers.

And utilities are very good at charting
What the -- oh, and as

And as you're doubtlessly aware, power
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What a measure like the energy code does is

1

2

decrease the demand from going up, say, at this

3

angle to a much lower angle.

4

increasing the -- the demand for electricity still

5

increases.

6

utility company does not go into a starvation mode.

7

I -- I think they'll agree with that.

8
9

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

So the

And one last question,

As Oahu adopted their code --

11

MR. WIIG:

12

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

14

It's just at a much slower rate.

Madam Chair.

10

13

So you're still

Uh-huh.
-- was there any objection by any group

that didn't support the concept?
MR. WIIG:

No, there wasn't, again, because I'm the type

15

of person who does his homework, and I've been in

16

state government for a long, long enough time to

17

know to do homework.

18

of the building industry just on a very quiet

19

informal basis and with individual Council Members

20

on a quiet informal basis, and we settled all of the

21

concerns, which again boiled down to three things,

22

cost, cost, and cost.

23

the process was smooth.

24

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

25

MR. WIIG:

And I met with representatives

And once we'd settled them,

Okay.

So there was a lot of background work done.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

And what is the measurement done to

2

indicate the success of the code or the enforcement

3

of the code?

4

MR. WIIG:

Yeah.

I would say I just do it informally by

5

the phone calls that I get.

6

or an engineer who is unaware of the code and tries

7

to push a plan through that does not conform, if he

8

gets into a dispute with the plan checker at the

9

city level, they say call Wiig.

10
11

If there's an architect

So that -- that's

me, so I get the calls.
And I get -- at first I got a lot of calls,

12

but then they just went down, down, down, and I

13

probably don't get one call every two weeks.

14

that tells me that the code plan checkers are

15

really, really doing their job.

16

anything slip through.

17

And

They're not letting

And I -- I know a lot of the engineers who do

18

the designing, and they just say, oh, yeah, that's

19

automatic, we -- we just do it anyway.

20

once you get people into a new habit it -- it's

21

automatic.

22

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

23

CHAIR TAVARES:

24
25

Thank you.

okay.

You know,

Thank you, Madam Chair.

Any further questions?

The follow-up from the audience member was
about relaying to us that there's a company that
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combines the PV panels with insulation R-19 --

2

MR. WIIG:

Uh-huh.

3

CHAIR TAVARES:

which sits on the flat roofs.

So some

4

of the PV panels shade the roof and others actually

5

add insulation.

6

MR. WIIG:

Uh-huh.

7

CHAIR TAVARES:

And his other burning question is

is

8

kind of my other burning question is, is there any

9

county that has required solar water heating in

10
11
12

their building energy code?
MR. WIIG:

No.

We tried that a long time ago and we met

with a lot of opposition.

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

MR. WIIG:

Uh-huh.

So we haven't tried it since.

There is a bill

15

before the legislature right now that would mandate

16

-- there's two bills.

17

building construction have solar and any replacement

18

in an existing home also be required to have solar.

19

And the other bill, let's see, it would not -- it

20

would require solar only in new construction, I

21

believe.

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

23

MR. WIIG:

24
25

One would mandate a new

Uh-huh.

But we have -- this was not initiated by us

because we had experience with that.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Uh-huh.
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3

MR. WIIG:

And it was

it was just on cost, cost, cost.

There was a lot of opposition.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Yeah.

And

and, Members, just to share

4

with you, I am going to propose that for our code.

5

And I'm showing -- there's some folks helping me

6

with some of the statistics of -- of new buildings

7

in the last so many years, and we've heard the

8

arguments before that with the incentives people

9

will want to do it anyway.

10

So this survey that's being done will show

11

just how much of new housing actually was installed

12

as part of the standard package, which were offered

13

as options and taken, which were not offered at all

14

and subsequently the homeowner put it in because

15

we've had the incentives out there.

16

we're looking at our solar roofs initiative.

17

-- it's moving, but it's not moving as fast as we

18

want it to.

19

And in a way,
It's

And when we talked about -- somebody talked

20

about numerators and denominators a little while

21

ago, we don't say this is our cutoff point and from

22

this point forward there will be solar water

23

heating.

24

this part to catch it up, because if not we're still

25

going to -- the divide is still going to get

Then let us spend our efforts retrofitting
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1

greater.

2

will be proposing it for your consideration.
And we'll see where we go with that,

3

4

5

So I want us to take a look at that, but I

Mr. Wiig.
MR. WIIG:

Madam Chair, just -- just to add to that on a

6

positive note, there are financing mechanisms

7

available now where the added cost of solar does not

8

get factored into the --

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

10

MR. WIIG:

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

12

MR. WIIG:

13

Right.

-- debt-to-income ratio.
Right.

So it does not hurt the homeowner, the low

income homeowner --

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

MR. WIIG:

Uh-huh.

-- initially.

And generally speaking, the loan

16

is structured such that the savings that they

17

realize from not having to heat water with

18

electricity is more than compensated for by the

19

or does not meet the additional monthly cost.

20

CHAIR TAVARES:

21

MR. WIIG:

22

So that they're in a positive cash flow

situation.

23

CHAIR TAVARES:

24

MR. WIIG:

25

Right.

Uh-huh.

And I think if -- if this were prepared, that

would be your strongest argument.
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CHAIR TAVARES:

Yes, I think so.

There are some home

2

builders out here in our community that are -- that

3

are putting it in as standard equipment in their

4

housing, and we're -- we're quite heartened by

5

that -- those movements.
But unfortunately, I don't feel that there's

6
7

enough of them doing that.

We're building homes at

8

-- or homes are being built, and the more they get

9

built and, what, we're going to keep adding to that

10

solar roofs initiative money, which is the taxpayers

11

money coming in to help the taxpayer save money in

12

the long run for the, you know, the new ones or the

13

old ones.

14

question as we get into further discussions on the

15

bill itself.

But we -- we'll look at that whole

It'll be probably after the budget.

At this time, Ralph or Greg, you folks have

16
17

any comments to offer at this point?

18

the author of this bill?

19

MR. NAKAO:

20

MR. NAGAMINE:

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

23

Greg, are you

No.
No.
Oh, okay.

All right.

Who authored this

bill?
Anyway, I want to thank everybody for being

24

here and for spending a few more minutes after --

25

after lunchtime.
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Do you have any closing remarks you want to
share with us, Howard, or -MR. WIIG:

Yeah.

Jacqui mentioned LEED, Leadership In

4

Energy and Environmental Design, and one of the

5

testifiers did also.

6

LEED process.

7

and it's just a wonderful, wonderful concept.

8

we'd certainly be glad to work with Maui County on

9

promoting LEED

10

CHAIR TAVARES:

11

MR. WIIG:

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

13
14
15
16

We are very familiar with the

A lot of us have had training in that
And

okay.

-- builders.
All right.

Thank you.

Thank you very

much.
All right.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Any other questions?

Mr. Kane?

so the role of LEED, is it --

So

and I haven't looked at it yet --

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

Yeah.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

but once we do is it going to be

19

possible to take components of -- of LEED and

20

incorporate it into the bill that we're looking at,

21

is that something --

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

That may be
-- that's possible or --

-- possible, yeah.

LEED covers a whole

lot of stuff, from the site work all the way to the
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operations and maintenance of a particular

2

building.

3

lighting, conservation, using local materials or

4

natural materials, those things.

5

comprehensive program.

It -- it's quite a

And we'll get copies of that book out to

6
7

It includes landscaping, building design,

everybody --

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

-- but it's a very interesting topic.

And

10

I'm so glad that finally somebody has set forward

11

some standards because too often we've heard, oh,

12

yeah, my -- I'm building green because I did X.

13

Well, it's just like smart growth, one thing doesn't

14

make something smart.

15

of things.

It's the combination of a lot

And I think LEED has trans -- you know, it

16
17

has embodied that whole thing or it's the total

18

picture, the total project from start to finish and

19

the operation of it that has to meet certain

20

criteria in order to be LEED certified.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

23

MR. WIIG:

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

MR. WIIG:

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you.

Well
Yes, Mr. Wiig.

-- one final LEED comment, Madam Chair.
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thing it does is promote daylighting --

2

CHAIR TAVARES:

3

MR. WIIG:

Yes.

-- bringing daylight well into a home or well

4

into a commercial building.

And study, after study,

5

after study is showing now that the more a space is

6

daylit, the better the occupants feel, the better

7

they perform, in an office situation the more

8

productive they are.

9

And the best studies have come from schools,

10

which show the same batch of kids in one year under

11

artificial light, the next year under daylight,

12

their test scores go up an average of 20 percent.

13

And we keep talking about what we're going to do

14

about education.

15

to follow right -- right there.

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

17

MR. WIIG:

That's pretty -- an obvious path

Yes.

And the same -- and absenteeism goes down,

18

hypertense kids become calmer, and so forth and so

19

forth.

20

are enormous and LEED really promotes that.

The -- the benefits of daylighting are

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane?
So a quick way the State to consider

23

doing that is putting in a lot of skylights into our

24

existing school buildings?

25

MR. WIIG:

Sky -- yeah, skylights or what are called clear
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1

stories.

2

technology now that will defuse the light instead of

3

having it be just puddled with light.

4

the light evenly and it will reflect back almost all

5

of the sun's heat so that it's not a -- a heat

6

source.

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

We -- we have a really good glass

It'll defuse

So I'm confident that discussion is

8

already taking place and it's going to be something

9

to request legislature for incorporation with the

10
11
12

monies for schools?
MR. WIIG:

That's under -- been under discussion for 4, 5

years now.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

Great.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you for sharing all of

15

that with us, Mr. Wiig.

16

And I know that you've been contact -- you know,

17

been in contact with our Department and our Energy

18

Specialist for -- for years trying to work on

19

something to get through this so the County of Maui,

20

the last county to adopt an energy code of sorts,

21

will, you know, make our State whole, so to speak.

22

I really appreciate it.

But I think that Maui has been very cognizant

23

of particularly energy uses, and we have a

24

population here that is very, very much concerned

25

about conservation and renewable energy, and this
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1

just fits right into it.

2

do here in this Committee, I think, will be real

3

important because we need to

4

standards and to -- and to lead our county into --

5

toward more self-sufficiency.
All right.

6
7

So the -- the work that we

to set some of the

Anything else, Members, before we

part?

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

No.

I want to just thank all of the people who

10

came, the testifiers and the resource people that

11

came out to testify or to offer their mana'o, and

12

also our guests that came from off-island today,

13

from our neighbor islands, we really appreciate your

14

being here and making time to come and visit with

15

us.
All right.

16

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

Chair.

19

CHAIR TAVARES:

Mr. Kane?

No objection to deferral, Madam

Oh, oh, yes, thank you.

We will be

20

deferring that item, EED-5(2) , all right, if there

21

are no objections.

22

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

23

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (Excused: GRH).

24
25

ACTION:
CHAIR TAVARES:

No objections.

DEFER pending further discussion.
Thank you.

Okay.

Item is deferred.
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2

meeting is adjourned.
ADJOURN:

(Gavel.)

12:16 p.m.
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